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Studious and Happy! It's College Now
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WOE IS ME: Say-ryhat you want to Jenny Lou Hardy, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Hardy of South Fulton doesn't think that
schools are kere to stay. The cameraman caught Jenny Lou in
this forlorn pose on the opening day of South Fulton School
where her mother took her to enter the first grade-

Shades of Autumm Bring Signs of
School as South Fulton Opens
By Mary-Nelle Wright
Nancy Jane
Taylor's blonde
Shades of Autumn — shades of curls were flying as she and her
dresses, shirts, socks and skirts mother, Mrs. William
Taylor
come to light on that day of all hurried toward school. Nancy
days — the OPENING DAY OF Jane's biggest problem for the
SCH00%.
day had been her selection of a
As we sat on the steps of the dress to wear.( She selected the
High School building over
at right one.)
South Fulton last Monday and
Anita Hyland's .mother, Mrs.
watched the children walk by James Hyland said
Anita had
from every direction it put us in been ready ever since six thirty.
a school mood. Perhaps we even Clarence French, son of Mr. and
remembered some first days of Mrs. Joe French was looking so.
school so long ago.
very important as he had passed
Some of the children were gay the first grade and was about to
—some not so gay. A little girl enter the second. Sara
Jane
dressed in a red and white-dotted Peeples was cautiously holding
dress cried and clung to her sis- on to Helen Joyce Rucker who is
ter's hand a. she came up the a beginner. Sara Jane was very
walk to the school. It was her worldly-wise as she sain, "Oh,
first day of school Maybe she I'M not just starting to school—
didn't want to leave her Mama— I'm in the THIRD grade.
Larry Eirdam, son of Mr. and.
or her dolls or maybe her dog.
Mrs. 0. K. Eirdam, was very unDottie Mae Harrison and her concerned about it all as he sat
_mother were hurrying down the there in the first grade room
walk. Dottie Mae's beautiful red- looking so very "cowboyish" in
dish gold curls which hung al- a new Hon-Along-Calsidy spirt.
been
waist had
:mat to her
Dellailliolieniwbett combed and brushed to perfeeton. She was complaining of tb.r little &teller of Mr. and
W.
W. Hardy of West State Line
weight of her handfld.of boble
how hard that Was So Very unhappy as she sat
and wondering
BOUND FOR UK: And all packed ready to go are left to right, front row, Ann McDade and Cissy
would be this at the table in Miss Brann's room.
Murphy, back row, Ann Latta, Carmen Pigue an d Amelia Parish. The girls got together at the
FOURTH grade
Maxwell McDade home, compared notes, clothes, and last minute details before leaving behind
A little boy held on to his older
year.
•
the home folks and taking on the modes of living in the Blue grass country. The pulchritude will
Mrs. James Lewis was there sitter's hand as he tried to pu,t
be missed around these here parts.
with Carl Leslie who has talked -up a brave front with a cowboy
constantly of starting to school belt, holding a pistol hanging at
for the last two months: Dennis his side. Even his dog sensed the
Evans Crittendon and his Dad, need for bravery as he was trot-,
were the ting_patiently along behind him•
C. G.,„- Crittergiqn
Brenda
Judith, Linda - and
early. Dennis declared that Fe
their
.didn't want to start to school— Choate were there With
however he was the first one up mother, Mrs. Eldred Choate. All
at home that morning and . had three girls were dressed alike in
cotton plaids.
been rushing the family for an their attractive
hour ,so that he wouldn't be late. Judith will be in the fourth
In the two rooms which house grade, Brenda in the second and .
the first grades the teachers, Miss little Linda will be in the first.
Mrs. Horace Reams and Mrs.
Alben
Myrtle Brann and Mrs.
were busy doing
Harper were busy enrolling all Mac Burrow
those youngsters. Beverley Ann their duty in collecting memberParcham's brown curls glistened ship fees for the South Fulton P.
in the light and her mother, Mrs. T. A. It was a busy day for all.
W. C. Parcham told me conftri-, It was a happy day for some—a
entially that Beverly Ann was a sad day for others—but that's the
little afraid to start to school as way it is on the FIRST,day of
school in anybody's town.
"she MIGHT get a spanking."

By Jo Westphellng
steps of her sister, Betty Jean
When the sweater girl starts Gordon who graduated there thisshowing up, and the bobby-soxer hummer. Jerry Atkins will begin
mentally and
physically gives his college career in Nashville at
way to high heels and silk stock- Vanderbilt, Jerry Neal Forrest
ings, you just ought to know it will go to a college in Alabama;
college time. When Junior puts Billy Mott Jones, at Hardin.Simaway the blue jeans ahd starts mons.
looking around for tweedy slacks
Eddie Holt is entering a branch
and maybe a pipe or two, he's of the University of Kentucky at
gone
brother, frem the
high Louisville.
school antics to the college caVanderbilt will welcome three
pers.
of its last year's students, Billy
Everywhere in America
the Murphy, Hunter Whitesell and
coming of Fall means the going Jimmy Hancock.
to school. The little cherubs we
John Bohm, one of the Fulton
knew as tiddle-de-winles will Railroaders plans to enter Murstart paying much more attention ray State.
to hey-toodle-de-do. Its normal
Ivan Jones and Shirley Housin this day and
tithe and if
Grandmother would admit, it was ton will travel to the west coast
to further their knowledge. Ivan
even normal then.
plans to study for his Master's
With flash bulb and
tripod Degree at
the University of
(Marvin Denny) the News editor Southern California while Shirtook a little jaunt Monday morn- ley Houston will go to Los Angeing and played a-tisket-a-tasket les to enter George
Peperdine
and put all these pictures in our College.
basket. Wouldn't it be nice, we
Elizabeth Ann Roper who has
thought to have a paper the size spent three years of college life.
of Life and take all the pictures in Missouri returns to that State
of all the lads and lassie going to enter
the University
of
to school. It couldn't be ,done Missouri at
Columbia for her.
though, but maybe it will.
senior year.
Members of the isou graduatMiss Jacqueline Bard -is transing class of Fulton High who will ferring from the University
of
be leaving soon to enroll at Mur- Kentucky to a school in MemJerry Johnson, phis where she will study to be a
ray State are:
.Mary Ann Brady, Jesse Walker laboratory technician.
Bill Wilson enters his sophoand Thomas Sublette.
Jack Browder, Tom McKnight more year at Georgia Tech at
and Billy Hill will enroll at the Atlanta. Fred Collier and Edith
Gambill will enroll at Abilene
University of Kentucky.
graduates Christian at Abilene, Texas,
Other last year's
Mrs. Robert Furlong will rewho are making plans to enter
universities are: turn to U. T. Junior College at
colleges- and
to
Nelle Speight who goes to U. T. Martin and Patricia Willey
Junior College at Martin, Joyce Trevecca College in Nashville.
Walter Mischke, Jane Shelby
Fields who will
attend Texas
State College for women at tDenr and Otha Linton will go to Murton, Team will follow in the foot4 ray State.
0

8

5'
9'
9

CHEER UP DEPARTMENT: That's exactly what Sidney Bard, Billy Gregory and Johnny Hyland
are telling Jack Thorpe and Nancy Wilson. Jack will not be able to enter college this year as a
freshman because of a mean knee injury that is keeping him a-bed. Nancy Wilson, whose constant
running mates. Ann McDade, Ann Latta, Cis.sy Murphy and Carmen 7,--igue are leaving her to
finish her senior year consoles Jack, while they both look at a photograph of the two Annes.
Nancy didn't fail anywhere Moog- the /P.'. test a i"11* vrrin..rr th-n the other gals. Billy and Sidney will go to U. of K,-while Johnny will go to St. Bernards in Alabama.

G fted Pianist in Fine Performance; To Study at UL
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LAST ROUND-UP: At the go-if course for 5zac Nail and Joe
Davis standing by as Read Holland gives a little instruction to
Marilee Beadles on the quickest way to get the little white golf
ball into that elusive cup. Mac and Read will enter UK while
Joe Davis will continue his medical studies at Vanderbilt. Marilee will again liven up the campus at Florida Southern.

OF CLOTHES AND THINGS: That's what Shinex Maxwell,
Barbara IFlomra are packing and talking about while Patsy
Workman looks on. Shirley and Patsy will enter Murray State
to Florida
this Fall, while Barbara is going to sunny Florida
spent
Southern College. Barbara will be a sophomore, havingsophobe
a
too,
will
Shirley,
Lindenwood.
her freshman year at
more while Patsy grill put up with the rigors of being a freshman,

Last week when a large and
appreciative
audience had the
privilege of hearing Larry' Alan
Raymond present a recital at the
Woman's
Club, they no doubt
were impressed
with the fact
that young Raymond will achieve
great laurels as a concert pianist.
Of Larry Alan's ability its
a
gifted musician there is no question. For a young man of only
fourteen years he has a deep respect and humility for his subject.
With the ability of a much older
artist he was able to project his

deep feeling to his audience.
Playing with authority, he commanded sincere and appreciative
attention.
The two opening numbers especially, Sonata in C—Scarlatti,
and Six Variations on an Original Theme in G
Major—Beethoven, were performed with maturity beyond his years, the entire program with marked ability
of
and promise. He is a pupil
Grant Graves, head of the Preparatory department of the

School of Music of the University
of Louisville, and demonstrated
the excellent instruction he has
received.
Of especial interest to his audience was the rendition of his own
compositions which he has entitled "Moods." He composed and
dedicated the numbers for Billy
Jacobe, nephew of Mr. and Mrs.
L. A. Clifton, who passed away
last year. Larry Alan is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Larry Raymond
of Louisville, who have been
visitors in the Clifton home.

BOOKS'N THINGS: Are being dtsentwed by Jane White, Sum
Easley and Betsy Whitesell. Jam- will enter Ward-Belmont preparatory school, while Sur ssill enter Murray State Teachers
College. Betsy will enter the freshman class at Ward Belmont
.... all three mighty fine ambassadors from dear old ruttier
High.
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There is ... nothing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cause.--Anonymous.
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Basic Dumbness
Communists are
clever but not intelligent. This is nnavoidable and inescapable. A
lack of commonsense is the prior essential to
acceptance of the communist religion.
Their fundamental dumbness was illustrated in the forcing of the Korean situation.
For five years the Kremlin had maneuvered
to reduce the United Nations to impotency.
The Korean adventure revived the UN within
five days • It re-cemented an alliance of the
democratic nations of the world which had
quarreling segments.
begun to crack into
Within two weeks of the opening of hostilities
military planning
weaknesses in American
were exposed. It is costing us much less in
men, money, and material to learn about them
in Korea than would have been the case if
they had not been exposed until we were engaged in a major conflict.
For five years and longer Americans had
been led to believe that the next war could
be won largely by science and machines. The
supersonic airplanes cost
atomic bomb and
tremendously in dollars but they would avoid
the cost in lives of
men
fighting on the
ground. It was old-fashioned to say that all
military effort should be directed fundamentally toward supporting the
ground soldier.
The new concept was that the man on the
ground was primarily needed to support the
airplane and its load of atomic bombs.
In Korea, there is no target worthy of the
atomic bomb. To use one there would result in
useless carnage of non-combatants that would
divorce from us the support of the people of
the world.
The Korean episode may remain a minor
incident in our military history. It may prove
I obe the beginning of World War III.
In
either case, the dictators in the Kremlin have
outsmarted themselves. They have given us
Nn object lesson and an opportunity to cot
,
rect deficiencies in our military planning before too great harm has been done.
—American Rifleman

Deny Our Chitciren
By A. Simnel
President of Internaitonal Latex Corp.
The sun won't shine so brightly for America's children in the years to come, a condition brought about by the shameful neglect
and indifference of their parents who stood
idly by while more than 350,000 school teachers quit their profession between 1939 and
1945. The figure is staggering. It represents
over one-third of the total number of school
teachers in America. The loss of these teachers has weakened our schools to a frighteningly low level. The har.m to America's children
is beyond calculation.
The situation is iMprOving too slowly. Too
few first class young people want to be teachers. They are turning to other occupations.
In some states many'Seats in teachers colleges
are empty. Thgre Is a great need to replace the
100,000 emergencg, teachers. One teacher in
nine holds a substandard certificate.
The war greatly increased the birth rate.
Soon these war-born children will appear at
the schoolhouse door. Many of them are children of veterans. Increased enrollment will
reach a peak in 1952. There will be more pupils . . . and
fewer
teachers . . . inferior
schooling for millions of our youngsters.
Teachers are still quitting the profession
because they are underpaid. There are many
teachers whose pay is less than $1000 a year.
They are victims of our short-sightedness.
The high cost of living has wiped out their
savings. Jobs outside the schools offer better
pay. The teachers are taking them. They will
continue to do so until the American people
decide to pay teachers a living wage.
This nation cannot
afford to 'continue
short-changing its teachers. American wages
for all "others have been raised substantially
in recent years. The national income has increased 175 percent over 1939, jet teachers'
Incomes have been raised onlMout 65 percent. It's as crazy as it is shameful.
It is a miracle that there are good teachers in this country who sacrifice themselves
end their substance to remain in the profes;ion. Some of them are forced to work at out-

side jobs after school hours to remain on the
Must we sat
ragged edge of respectability.
back, doing nothing, until these teachers are
forced to strike for a living wage? Can we afford to let that happen?
In the meantime, American children are
being robbed of a fair starting life. Five million of school age are not in school at all.
Millions of others are herded into huge classes
where there is Uttle chance to learn.
roaming the streets.
Idle children are

1STRICTLY,,BUSINESS
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There is a rising tide of juvenile delinquency.
Juvenile courts are over-burdened ... youth
on the skids to jail.
America cannot afford to waste Its children. They are America.
America's
Right now we are denying
children ... and America itself. The situation
is completely out of hand, and what has developed into a serious condition is now becoming a national catastrophe.
No citizen, no man or woman, can afford
to let this catastrophe engulf America. The
time for action is now ... work through your
Parents and Teachers groups . • . call bn your
superintendent of schools and the mayor of
your town or city and volunteer to help meet
this threat to democracy.
(Please pass this on to another mother or
school teacher.)

Ever since the beginning of time, Man
has been unable to do a thing about
the
weather. If it rains, and rains, farmers simply
throw up their hands in
helplessness
and
hope for a change; if a
prolonged
drouth
shrivels the crops and dries up the ponds, it
brings about the same gesture. After all, who
can change the course of rivers; who can rebuild mountain ranges; who can help it if
skies are cloudy or clear?
Man can now produce rainfall, and, we
venture to suggest, might be the cause of our
near-disastrous wet summer here for some
crops in the mid-south.
For the past four years rainmaking, long
the butt of many jokes and loud laughs, has
become a scientific fact. All over the southwest (from which we got much of our clouds
here in Fulton) a rain-making boom was on
this year. In Arizona, one man with 17 airplanes has seven projects
going full-blast
from Texas to California. Another, in California, has projects all over the southwest and
northwest.
In New York State, a scientist-rainmaker
has nearly filled New York City's empty resevoirs, a condition described as "rare" at this
A leading magazine lest
time of the year.
week had this to say about him: "Just after he
got busy with his plans and generators, New
York began having a miserable Spring and
early summer of warm rains, cold drizzles,
and sticky fogs. In the mountains it rained
and rained. The important sweat corn crop
was badly damaged; weeds grew high in fields
too gooey to cultivate.
Farmers and resort
owners alike threatened to shoot him."
He did get the water, though, and got his
contract extended. We'll certainly follow his
career with interest next year, however, if the
resevoirs again run low: seven million city
dwellers might have an equal number of outraged farmers to contend with as to who does,
or who does not need water the most.
But let's get back to the southwest.
Silver iodide, in powder form
airplanes
or in smokes from ground generators,
has
been found to have an almost-miraculous potency for bringing rain. The scientists who discovered it, according to the report, have been
"appalled" by its possibilities; only about 200
pounds if it
would be
enough to seed the
whole earth's atmosphere.
Picture, if you will, fleets of
airplanes
and batteries of ground-generators spewing
the stuff into the atmosphere down in normally-parched parts of Texas, New Mexico,
Arizona and California to help ranchers and
growers get needed moisture. Picture, too, the
possibility of clouds of this stuff drifting and
blowing up into the mid-south and keeping
our normally-dry
summer lowlands under
water from Spring to fall.
Is it a possibility? We don't know, but the
scientists
observation of the
concerned is
worth looking at: "So far, neither (scientist)
is overanxious to publish their latest results.
Both feel that too much silver iodide is being
sprayed around the Southwest these days. It
might be just as well to leave matters as they
are for a whiles before Western clouds
are
over-seeded or the chemicals drift to the East
and cause too much rain".
If such a thing as this were -possible, it
could create
wonderful
advantages to the
whole Southwest and Mid-South areas during
times when moisture is badly needed; but it
also could create
unreasonable
conditions
when moisture in one area is not wanted in
another.
We can only speculate that we might have
had a taste of Southwest
rainmaking this
year, but it's something to think about.
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From The Files:

Man Makes It Rain

many first class roads without us- roads i/ prison labor is MOIL
And, of course, good rood* atins prison labor. It would be too
costly. But it Deems to me that tract tourists. And since the tourthere are a number of excellent Lit business stands third in inreasons for using such labor.
portance of all Kentucky busiIn the first place, it's an awful- Lesses, we certainly should con
ly good thing for the men. Pri- sider anything which will help
breeding keep those tourists coming here,
notorious
sonl are
And
with or lure new ones. It is amazing
places for trouble.
large numbers Of men penned to- that our state, which has notor
gether, it is not surprising. Even iously bad roads, should enjoy
with the jobs that they can do such a great tourist business. Ex
plainable, probably, because of
behind bar there still is that the great natural
attractions we
matter of confinement. And not have—and only this.
Yet how
the
use
many people feel like the man
many prison jobs call for
are
until
they
of muscles
plain from Illinois, if I remember cor
me any man, reedy, who wrote in the Point of
tired. It seems to
regardless of his previous state View column a few months ago
in life, would welcome an oppor- that after having been lured to
during good Kentucky by some of these at
tunity to get out
weather and work hard—out in tractions, and after having visited
the sun and wind,
them, that he'll never come back
The second benefit, of course, because of the poor roads? A lit
accrues to any state which uses tie cheap labor would go a long
such labor in
improved roads way toward giving us one or two
They can have more good roads, really good east-west and northmore paved roads, more beautiful south highways.

17644.i4my Bach €71go Cloch
September 4, 1925:
W W. Batts and Ben W. Shew
have joined hands to incorporate
Kentucky Hardware and
the
Implement Company in Fulton.
For the past 8 years Mr. Batts
the
has represented
Oliver
Chilled Plow works in this territory; Mr. Shew has been manager
of the Memphis branch of the
same concern. The new store is
in the Meadows block on Church
Street, in the location formerly
occupied by Campbell & Jones.
Methodist
Work on the new
Church in Rice City is progressing nicely this week: W. M. Hill
and Sons have a contract for the
and Ernest
brick construction,
The
building.
Willie for the
building committee is composed
Campbell,
of W. J. Willie, Sam
Ernest Willie, Marvin Inman and
J. J. Owen • The Rice City Methodist Church was organized about
a year ago wiht 40 or 50 members
accepted, and added to the Fulton circuit of Union City District
in 1924.
I. C. Sungrintendent Williams
and Trainmaters Hill, M'Laurine
and Ellington have been in Memphis this week working out a new
timetable, which includes the discontinuance of Nos. 137 and 138,
known as "Whiskey Dick" between Fulton and Cairo this
week. Trains 1 and 2 will start
stopping at all stations formeriy
served by Whiskey Dick. It was
stated that the "Floridian" will
begin operation earlier this year,
because traffic to Florida is now
so heavy that the Seminole South
of Jackson is frequently being
run in two sections.
The Fulton Poultry Association
gave 85 certificates to Winners in
this year's poultry show at the
Fulton County Fair here. There
were 538 birds entered in 35 different classes.
George Covington and George
Bingham have recently purchased the Mayfield Messenger from
pioneer publisher Col. Lemon's.
son, and a splendid improvement
in the paper's appearance has
been noted these days.
W. E. Williams of Route 1,
Water Valley, brought the editor
a freak apple this week . .. two
apples grown into one. This is a

rarity with this fruit.
Mr. Roy Pickering has been in
Hattiesburg, Miss, on the G & SI
railroad helping put in the I. C.
system of accounting. The Gulf &
Ship Island was taken over by the
Illinois Central several months
ago.
A September wedding of especial interest here took place Wednesday evening at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Chas D. Whitlock,
near Martin, when their pretty
daughter, Miss Nell, was given
in marriage to Mr. Robert J. Graham, youngest son of Mr. and Mrs.
J. Ray Graham, Sr, of Fulton.
Mrs. Guy Gingles entertained
with a tea Wednesday in honor
of her house guest, Mrs, Clarance
Bennett of Paducah.
Misses Sara Catron and Martha Smith entertained Wednesday evening in honor of the following fair-week visitors: Misses
Aliene Duncan and Mary Huges
of Nashville and Carolyn Webb,
Union City.
Complimeietary to their son,
George Huddleston of New York
City and Mr. Leon Huddleston of
Memphis, Mr. and Mrs. Jake
Huddleston gave a dinner-bridge
party this week at their home.
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The fourth sweeping HudsonEssex price reduction in a year
was announced today, with the
Hudson coach down $300, the Essex more than $200 and the Hudson sedan $550 less.

Dick Oberlin:

( C9/seidinIs 644eAtiationd
A dozen or so years ago a prisfrom a Georgia
oner escaped
chain gang, wrote a book and exposed a mercilessly cruel system
of punishment.
Most Of the good, liberty-loving citizens of the United States
were shocked. It is inconceivable
to most of us that men still can
be shackled together and, under
the threat of the whip, driven to
hard work.
prisoners, true.
These were
Men who had violated the rules
of society, who were menaces to
their fellow-men, and who were
paying the debt they had incurred by threatening and injuring
others.
But there is in most of us
a
deeply grained respect for the individual dignity of man.
And
even
prisoners
should not be
shackled together, should not be
so cruelly punished. The idea was
revolting.
A good many of us demanded,
"Haven't we advanced at, all--or

FEMALE
WEAKNESS

Miss Addie Matthews and Mr.
B. F. Cunningham were married
Saturday evening at the Method
ist parsonage by the Rev. J. V.
Freeman. The groom is an employee of the Kentucky Light and
Power Company here.

Fulton High School staff for the
1925-6 year includes H J. Alexander, principal and instructor
in Spanish; Josephine L. Cheatham, ass't principal and English;
Mary Royster, English; Mary
Martin, History; William Caldwell, French and Latin; W. S.
Hughes, Mathematics; Richnie
Stephenson, Domestic Science;
Ethel Fisher, Commerce; Iva
White, Science and N. W. Hughes,
Physical Education.

hasn't Georgia advanced—from
the days of the old Roman gallery slaves?" Whether that book
was written because of a blazing
personal conviction, or if it was
written as senationalism for profit, it had a good effect. It resulted in wide reforms in the chain
gangs of the South, because Ga ,
wasn't the only state
shackling
her prisoners and sending them
out on public highways to work.
The chains are gone. But the
road gangs continue. And both of
these things are to the good. It
probably
will
always be a
strange sight to me to see armed
guards over-seeing, prison labor
on road work. But the evidence
of benefits which accrue is striking.
Georgia and Florida, these two
states, big as they are, and with
the mass of roads that get constant, punishing
travel, have,
probably, the best roads of any
two states in the country. Neither
state certainly could maintain so

RA'

By Rev. Richard Cinder
tern of what we too shall one day
To millions of people here in be if we keep faith with him.
our own country, death is a hor- Christ
conquered sin—so shall
rible word. It is the ghost, the we. And although our soul will
spectre
haunting their shows one day be separated from out
and lianquets, their business and body, another day will see the
their diversions.
They have no reunion of our soul and body, as
faith, you see. For them, death is with Christ on Easter.
the end or, at most, the great
In other words, since the resurrection of our Lord, no follow.
"perhaps".
In some circles it is considered er of Christ need fear death. Out
almost bad taste to bring up the faith in Him has set us free from
subject of death in any but a the bondage of decay. Henceforth
joking or facetious way.
For we can regard
death not as a
there is fright beneath the brava- grim and bitter experience, end.
do. The fact is that we are all ing everything, but as the gate
under sentence of death. Every way to a new and larger life in
baby is born with the bullet in its Christ Jesus.
• ..
heart, the condemnation expressed in God's words to Adam, the
be you suffer distress frrnse•
penalty of that first sin: ''Dust
thou art, and unto dust thou shalt
return"
How are we to face this universal killer, this public enemy
No. I' Can we laugh and make
a sort of joke out of it all?
Jesus Christ, our
Lord and
slid wakes yes God, the Second Person of the
NERVOUS oeveral
Blessed Trinity, loves us
so
days *before'?
much that He took a human body
Dofemale ftmcjust like ours. And just like ours,
Uonal monthly
And just like ours, His body had I ailments make
you suffer pain,feel so strangely
its limitations; Jells used to get
restless, weak—at such times,
hungry and
CIF NA before your period?
thirty; He used to
Then start taking Lydia Z.
get tired out; and finally He did.
Pinkham's Vegetable ComAnd although sin had no power
pound about ten days before
over Jesus,. He allowed Himself
to lieve
PinkhamS Compound works
to be tempted.
through the sympathetic nerWe believe too that the blood
vous system.
use of
and agony of
His last day
on
Lydia Plnkham's Compound
helps build up resistance against
earth was caused by our sins—
this annoying distress.
that is, Jesus made a free offerTruly the woman's friend!
ing of Himself as a vicitim for
Note: Or you mayarlg
our sins. He permitted sin to vent
E. PinkhaMs T
lidded iron.
the full force of its fury on His
innocent Person.
LYDIA E. PINICHAPA'S
But now we
have the risen
comrouisa •
Christ!—the exempler, the pat-

Ice Cream

AT YOUR FAVORITE
SWIFT ICE CREAM DEALERS
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LAUNDRY — CLEANERS
SHIRTS --JUST RIGHT
I.ight, medium or heavy starch—
specify how you want your shirts
finished and you'll get them back
perfect, to please the fussiest.
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History Repeats Itself In Korean War
On June 11, 1871, three Americans were killed in Korea in the
only fight United States forces
have had in that
country until
the present struggle.
Kentucky is linked to the incident through the death of Naval Lieutenant Hugh McKee, a
native of
Lexington, who was
first over the parapet in
the
assault on the captured citadel.
Trophies of the fight still are in
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Accurate .-...
WORKMANSHIP
.... At Low Cost
Watches, Clocks a n d Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately
Repaired at Low Cost by—

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

the
museum of
Transylvaniat
College at Lexington, where they
were placed in 1873 by Lieutenant McKee's mother. Transylvania now is displaying them in the
main lobby of the Lexington Public Library.

Kentucky Boy Designers Win

The Lexington post of the Veterans of Foreign Wars,
Hugh
McKee Post, was named for the
naval lieutenant, and the Korean
citadel in which he was killed
was re-named Fort
McKee by
the American force in his honor.
Others killed in the fight were
Seth A. Allen, landsman of the
ship Colorado, and Dennis Hanrahan, a private Marine from the
ship Benicia. McKee was attached to the Monocacy.
McKee, who was born in Lexington in 1844, was
graduated
from the United
States
Naval
Academy at
Annapolis in 1866

Forage Yields Upped
„ 500 Per Cent With
Lime and Fertilizer
cc ET reckless with fertilizer if

I RAY'S SANDWICH SHOP I
e day
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shall
I will
oil'
l
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WINNERS In the annual model at competition of the Fisher Body
Craftsman's Guild are Virgil D. Vance (left), of South Fort Mitchell, who
took first state honors in the Junior Division (ages 12 through 15), and
Raymond L Cravens of Phil, whose beautiful model car won first in the
Senior Division (ages 16 through 19). Each received a cash award of
6150 and both models went on to take regional honors and chances to
win university scholarships in the national competition.
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He was the son of Col. William
McKee, who was killed in the
battle of Buena Vista in the Mexican War.

MANY STATES GET
- SALES TAX FUNDS

GIVE US A TRY!
HAMBURGERS
Pit Bar-B-Q
Ray Hunter, Owner
Curb Service

SEED
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FOR FALL SOWING!
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•

Wheat
Fescue
Rye
Barley
Winter Turf Oats
Ladino Clover
Orchard Grass
Red Clover
Red Top
Turnip Seed
Rye Grass

ems

WE WANT TO CLEAN YOUR SEED!
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE, we have added

TWO MORE NEW SEED CLEANERS

M1•11.

MEMO,

• We have special screens for fescue cleaning
• WI CLEAN ALL KINDS OF SEEDS, such
as Ky 31 Fescue, Ladino clover, White, Red
and Crimson clovers, Alsike and other field
seeds.

-----

1

WE SELL SURGE MILKERS
—Installed and in operation in 3 hours.1

Authorized dealers for

HANNA'S PAINTS

See us for your farm and
home needs. Good stocks

All Kinds of
LIVESTOCK AND -POULTRY FEEDS
—including—
SEMI-SOLID "E" Emulsion for chickens.
KAFF-A for starting and growing calves.
SEMI-SOLID EMULSION for gm log and finishing pigs.

CUSTOM GRINDING AND MIXING
We can sweeten it

NI

ith molasses.

I

er the various primary and secondary sources of revenue. It also shows the breakdown of revenue receipts and governmental
expenditures for Kentucky and
the neighboring states.
Besides respresenting the revenue picture of the taxation mcthods in the several states, the
brochure also lists the population
gains and losses by counties in
Kentucky.

On June 10, 1871, a force
of
between six and seven hundred
men was dispatched up the Salee
river by the commander of
a
fleet of five vessels, the Colorado,
Alesha, Benicia, Monocacy and
Palos. The force was to effect a
reprisal for a native attack on
two of the ships that had been
taking soundings of the coastal
waters. The fleet was in the vicinity in the first place to escort
the United States minister
to
China to Seoul, the Korean capital, to demand an explanation for
the slaughter of the crew of
a
merchant vessel some time eerier.
Lieutenant McKee was in command of one of the 10 companies
sent up the river. The Koreans
retreated from the first fortification, and the Naval force spent a
day chasing them over rough terrain. Finally the Koreans took
refuge in a well-fortified citadel
on top of a high hill.
McKee's company was one of
six detailed to assault the fortress, and they swept over the
brow ef the hill next to the
citadel with McKee in the lead. Ac-

A factual
study of tax structures in Kentucky and neighboring states released today shows
that all except two derive up to
58 per cent of their revenue from
either tales or gross receipts levies.
The report,
prepared by the
Kentucky Tax Research Association, analyzes eight different taxes assessed in the several, states
surrounding Kentucky and compares them with those of Kentucky. The taxes covered in the
study are: net income; general
sales; gross income;
property;
estate; inheritence and gift; and
pan -mutual.
The study was
prepared for
use of business men and as
a
guide for the State's Committee
of the Functions and Resources
of State Government.
The study was presesilbd
in
brochure form objectively to coy-

kJ' you want to make the most
profit from crop trid pasture land."
advites Ray Wetherell, Fairfield
county, Ohio, dairyman. He says it
Is cheaper than paying for extra
land and labor.
Wetherell practices what▪ he
preaches, for he used about 60 tons
of fertilizer last year, reports Dr. D.
R. Dodd, Ohio State University extension agronomist.
Wetherell has found that it pays to
add just as much fertilizer to pasture land as to crop land. By renovating a badly rundown permanent
pasture two years ago, he increased
production fivefold. On this field he
seeded a nurse crop with a mixture
of alfalfa, Ladino clover and brome
grass. At seeding time he added 400
pounds per acre of 3-12-12. Then at
the beginning of the second year he
top-dressed with 500 pounds per acre
of 0-12-12.
••High quality hay and pasture,
plus expert grazing management,
are key items in the success of
Wetherell's dairy farm, says Dr.
Dodd. Wetherell figures his BO Jersey cows will finish the year with
a herd average of more than 400
pounds of butter fat.
Wetherell gives his corn crop
plenty of fertilizer, too. He plows
under 500 pounds per acre of 8-8-8
and then adds 350 pounds of 3-12-12
in the row at planting time. His 4.
year rotation includes corn, small
grain and two years of legume-grass
crop for hay, grass silage and pasture.
•

'Face Lifting' Brings
Old Pastures Back
- To Thrifty Growth
DURDUE University agronomists
I recommend a "face lifting" in
September for old, rundown, weedy
permanent pastures. A good renovation program supported by liming
and the use of commercial fertilizer
can bring a pasture back to lush,
vigorous production, they say.
First step in the program is a soil
test for acidity and applications of
limestone as needed.
The job of making a seedbed an an
old sod can be satisfactorily done
with a disc harrow or field cultivates, the agronomists say. The operation can be eased considerably by
working the soil in one direction and
Chen working it crosswise. is
New grasses can be seeded any
Urn. In September. Timothy and
smooth brome grass are excellent
grasses to supplement blue grass.
How much these grasses increase
pasture output depends on the legumes to be used in the mixture and
the amount and analysis of fertilizer
used. The agronomists say that a
good legume seed mixture to re
per acre is two pounds of red clover.
three pounds broadleaf trefoil and
a quarter pound of Ladino clover.
The agronomists stress that a good
application of commercial fertilizer
is essential in pasture renovation.
They recommend adding 400 pounds
per acre of 0-20-10 or 0-20-0 fertilizer
at the time of seeding. The phosphate and potash fertilizer helps get
the seeding off to a good start, provides‘notrients tlas legumes need
most and boosts pasture production.

cording to an
account by Lt.
Bloomfield
McIlvaine, McKee's
friend, as soon as
they
were
sighted the Koreans opened fire
with their muskets and the "air
was seething with bullets." McKee climbed the wall first and
grasping a Korean banner fired
his revolver into the
defenders
and jumped inside the
citadel
his men and McIlvaine and the
company he was
commanding
followed, with the Koreans all
this time firing their
muskets
and throwing rocks and anything
else at hand down on the heads
of the invaders. The
hand-tohand fighting inside the fortress
was a terrific melee, McIlvaine
said, but finally all the Koreans
were either killed or driven away. According to the account,
Sliie tide /Mee fur yel, bee& whils or•Ly thy** Amaericasis were
killed, more than 240 dead KorQuarters and let us service
eans were counted after the bat62660 SCHOLARSHIP
your car while you shop or it
tle.
tend the show.
The trouble, beginning even
$2800 four-year, all expense
before the massacre of the crew scholarship for a worthy freshof the sailing
vessel, had been man student at the University
of
QUAKER STATE OILS
stirred up through the efforts of
Kentucky is made up of contriStd. and Heavy Duty Tubes
the United
States and
other
Loyalty
countries to
negotiate a trade butions to the Alumni
600x16 Tubes
$2.50 treaty with Korea, known as "the Fund.
hermit kingdom." These treaties
Other sizes at corresponding
were not negotiated for another
•
20 years, and then only certain
LOW PRICES
ports were open to foreigners.
Trophies
sent
to McKee's
mother and now in the
Transsylvania
museum
included a
breech-loading cannon, which an
inscription states was cast
in
Korea in 1684; a musket called
a "singall"; a
Church and Main
helmet
proud
against a musket ball; a flag torn
Fulton, Kentucky
'rom the parpapet of the principal fort; a gauze hat worn
JAMES HIBBS, Manager
by
highest Korean
officials
and
books found in the quarters of
the Korean commander.

WELCOME!

Dieased Livestock Is
Now Being Quarantined
Shipments of
livestock into
Kentucky without proper health
certificates are being quarantined, according to Dr. L. L. Breeck,
State Veterinarian. Any diseased animals
found after proper
tests will be slaughtered immediately at the owners loss.
A second finding of shipments
of animals in the above catagory
will place the owners, upon conviction, in position for a fine of
$1,000 and 120 days imprisonment. This regulation is being
enforced for the betterment
of
livestock in Kentuoky.

other units in the Fifth
Area.

"Baibwin
uus
In your home, as
on the concert stage ..•
loday's great piano.

CRACK DRILL UNIT
The University of Kentucky's
crack military drill unit, Pershing Rifles, has won 12 out of 15
competitive drill
meets
with

Corp,

FEEZLE PIANO SALES
622 Broadway

Paducah

WHITNEL
FUNERAL HOME
408 EDDINGS STREET
For Ambulance Service Day or Night

Phone

88

Phone

Contract Funeral Home for and Member oft
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Inc.

•••

We Are Now Buying

SWEET POTATOES
We also store your potatoes: all potatoes in
storage fully covered with insurance.
•

,—Crates and Hampers available now—
B. K. BOYD,Manager

Gordon,Somors& Butts
Walnut Sreet

Fulton

Phone 1249

Mid-South Fair & livestock Show
Sept. 21-30
ADVANCE SALE TICKETS NOW
5 for $2.00 Buy now,save $1.001
Sind your clock or mammy order with saff addressed
stamped envelope to Mid-Sot:tit Fair, Mamphia,
nese**.
SALE CLOSES SEPT. lath
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Foot-miles are thirst-miles

ASHLAND
SERVICE STATION

METAL
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It's a long road
that has no Coke

AWNING S

WE HAVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
Custom made to your- size.
• PERMANENT; won't rust,
won't corrode.

We hare a good supply of Barb Wire, Wire
Fencing, Metal Roofing and Square - Butt
and Hexagon Asphalt Shingles.

• For any home or business
installation; win d,o w s
doors, porches, etc.
• ANY COLOR desired.

A. C. BUTTS & SONS

For Prompt Service Phone 502

Groceries --- Feeds --- Seeds
Phones 602 -- 603

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Olive Street

Fulton, Ky.

Ad for it either way...loth
terde-mutrirl meow the ANN /MM.
110T TIM. UNDER AUTHONTY Of ENE COCA-COLA COMPANY If

-Coke

FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., Inc.
•

01•30.11i• Came-Cal•Ostereef

•

ro
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Patricia Latane

Interests

(Ed's note: This well-known columnist of the News, will
be found as regularly as space permits, and all may write to
her who desire. She does NOT answer letters except through
the columns of this nee spaper. Address Patricia Latane,
The Ne s, Fulton, Kentiuky.)

FOR WOMEN
—+—" HOME NEWS
SOCIETY' —+— CLUBS
Elizabeth Witty, Editor

Dear Miss Latane:
I read your letters every week
and enjoy them very much. I believe you can answer some questions for me.
high*blood
My husband has
pressure and hurting feet. I have
been trying to get him to go to
another doctor that I go to but
he won't. Would it do him any
good if he did? Can you tell me

Phone 926
MRS. WAGGONER
ENTERTAINS
BRIDGE CLUB
Mrs. Eugene waggoner entertained the members of her bridge
club Friday night at her home on
Vine Street. Mrs. W. T. Powers
was a guest of the club.
High score prize was won by
Mrs. Herbert Brady, Mrs. Edward
Benedict low and Mrs. Eugene
Hoodenpyle won the travel prize.
The hostess served a salad
plate at the conclusion of the
games to the following players:
Mesdames Powers, Brady, Benedict, Hoodenpyle, Wallace Ashby,
J. C. Olive and Charles Looney.
•
MRS. J. E. FALL, SR.
ENTERTAINS BRIDGE
CLUB ON TUESDAY

,,and he wants to be sure it won't.
Be patient and give him another
6 months and you will marry.
P. L.

which included the minutes, roll
call and report of community
missions.
Mrs. Charles Walker, appointed the following chairmen for
the coming year: Mrs. Otis SizMrs. William
zle, stewardship:
Scott, mission study; Mrs. Earl
missions;
Collins, community
Mrs. James Meacham; Miss Willette Cooke, Mrs. Russell Rudd,
year book.
Miss Nell Mooneyham presented the program. Her subject was
"Can You Read." She was assisted by Mrs. Ardell Sams, Mrs.
James Green, Mrs. Charles Walker, Miss Willette Cooke and Miss
Mary Moss Hales.
Mrs. James Meacham closed
the meeting with prayer.
hour deliDuring the social
cious refreshments were served
to sixteen members.

Is

PERMANENT RANK

W. T. Dawson, acting Fulton
Fire Chief for the past several
months, has been permanetly appointed to that position by the
City Council. Dawson has
if. he will ever be any better? Fulton
Does he work too hard or what is attended a fireman's school this
week.
the matter with him? Will I be past
left a widow? I am worried. Does
he love me as I do him? Please
answer this as soon as you can
and tell me the best you can aquestions I have ask
bout the
you.
B. H.
Dear B. H.:
half
My dear there are over
the people in the world that have
either-high or low blood pressure
and it isn't anything to get alarmed over if he would go to a
good doctor and then follow the
doctor's instructions. He will go
to your doctor and will get along
alright and he isn't going to die
for years to come.
Patricia.

Williams, Walter Ridgeway and
Frank Parrish drove to Jackson
Sunday afternoon to see the ball
game between the Jackson Generals and the Fulton Railroaders.
Robert Irvan
Mr. and Mrs.
spent Sunday with Mr and Mrs.
Victor Clayton near Fulton.
The revival was held at Mt.
Bro.
Moriah last week with
Blankenship doing the preaching Dear Readers:
and Mr. Bill Mathis helping with
I keep getting letters that say
the singing.
please answer this in the next
Mr. and Mrs. C• E. Williams issue well I get around 100 or
Mrs. J. E. Fall, Sr., was graciweek and I can't
and Kara and J. S. Ladd visited 200 letters a
ous hostess to the members of the
awhile answer all of them at one time
Nanney
Mrs: Juston
Tuesday afternoon bridge club at
Monday afternoon.
and they are answered as receivher home on Vine Street.
answer
Two tables of members enjoyed
Mrs. Bettie Williams spent last ed so don't expect your
A. the week you write or the next as
the afternoon of contr.act. At the and Mrs. Roy D. Taylor is atweek with Mr. and Mrs. W.
it may not, be answered so just
close of the games Mrs. L• 0. tending school this year in Port
West in Sturgis, Ky.
Bradford was awarded high score Gibson, Miss., at Chamberlain'
Mrs. Hoyt Bruce and Mrs. Jean watch the paper as it will ap•
prize.
Academy,. Mr. and Mrs.
Hunt
Varidy have returned to their pear.
Thanks,
after visiting
The hostess served delectable Taylor
• home in Detroit
accompanied him there
Patricia Latane
dsesert course to the folowing Sunday and
relatives here this
returned to their
friends and
players: Mesdames Bradford, Gus home Tuesday night.
past week.
Bard, Clanton Meacham, Herbert
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Grace hav3
Mr and •Mrs. Mozell Speight Dear Patricia:
TRIPLE PLAIDS: Will be triple trouble as the vivacious youngCarr, J. D. Davis, T. M. Franklin, returned from several days visit
daughter of Detroit visited
and
I am a young housewife and a
of
day
first
sters of Mr. and Mrs. Eldred Choate register on the
J. C. Scruggs and Abe Jolley.
here over the weekend. monther of five months-old boy.
in Memphis.
relatives
difin
he
will
Brenda
and
Linda
Judith,
Fulton.
school at South
Waller
visited
Mr. and Mrs. John Grace spent
Mrs. Ode Yates
My husband has been very sick
ferent erades but in the same mood to take hold of read', writin'
JOVE LEE McCLINTOCK
Ridgeway Tuesday afternoon.
Tuesday in Wingo.
for quite some time. I would like
and rithmetic.
Koontz
AND BOBBY JOE SELLARS
Johnnie
Mrs.
Misses Joel Golden, Patricia
Mr. and
to know what the cause of his illWED IN CORINTH, MISS.
Sublette and Dickie Holloway rude, have retnrned to their home dy and Mr. and Mrs. Edd Hay and Mr. and Mrs. Billie Stinnett ness is and how we can cure it?
here
and
Mr.
relatives
of
guests
visited
spending
the
dinner
of Detroit
Steele spent Sunday at Ken- in Paducah after
were
Do you think he will get better
Mrs. Robert Henry McClintock, Ray
his Mrs. Aleie Hay.
over the weekend.
Labor Day holidays with
soon? Do you think a separation
Jr., of Wingo announce the mar- tucky Lake.
children.
John
and
Mrs.
and
Brown
Mr.
Tom
parents,
Mrs.
for awhile will help him? What
riage of her daughter, Joye Lee, Mr: and Mrs. A• C. Krayer of
and Mrs. Ida Pegram, Wayne and Anne and Mr. and
do you think is best for me to do
to Bobby Joe Sellars, son of Mr. St Petersburg, Fla., are the guests Thompson
of town.
Mrs. Bud Brown of Providence.
if he should get into the hospitla?
and Mrs. Joe Sellars of
Water of their daughter, Mrs. Clyde north
with
Hill and family at their home in
At present I am living with my
Dr. and Mrs• Boyd McCleary Kv., spent the- weekend
Valley.
mother-in-law. Do you think I
and children, Spencer and Fran- Mrs. Brown's parents, Mr. and
The ceremony took place
in Country Club Court.
Misses Sue and Virginia For- ces have returned to their home Mrs. Riley Smith.
should sAy_ here or go back to
Corinth, Miss. . The attractive
NEW.
David Smith of Chicago has ,
at
my folks. Pleaie print this
bride chose for her wedding, a rest have returned from a three. in Etawoh. Tenn.. after attending
once as I would
appreciate it
weeks visit in Memphis, Biloxi , the wedding
brother, been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. '
of her
ARRIVALS
grey suit with red accessories.
New Orleans.
very much.
David Nugent and Martha Ghol- Leslie Cane this last few days.
The -attendants were: Mr. and and
Jerry Mar Wilson returned to
DEPARTMENT
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Homra and 'son Sunday.
Thank you kindly,
Mrs. 0. D. Cook, Jr., The bride
his home in Flint, Mich, MonR. E.
left for Chicago on September 5. daughter, Shirley and Miss Lela' Mr. and Mrs Jimmy Lawson
ra spent
Dear R. E.:
in have * moved *from the. Beard clay after spending the summer
Wednesday
They will make their home there. Ham
his grandparents, Mr. and
Nfernphis.
Go to your mother: don't stay
Apartments on Carr Street to
James
Mr.
Mrs. Bacl Stem.
Miss Betty Lynn Johnson has 509 Walnut Street.
where you are. I think if you
LOTTIE MOON
t
gh
via)d
e
ie.
rs.bi rt ofilaazn
he
no acned tM
Mr. and Mrs. JerOme Ragsdale lant
were separated
for awhile it
returned home after a visit with
CIRCLE MEETS
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Coop- and Marilyn of Centralia, Ill., and half pound son. born on would help, along with rest and
her sister, Mrs. Phillips Buggs in
MONDAY NIGHT
Ricky,
and
Jerry
children,
and
en
Tack Matthews and DeWitt Mat- day, Sept. 4 at Haws Hospital
food he would be cured he is
Louisville.
just in a run down condition.
Miss Elizabeth Ann Roper has who have been visiting. her par- thews were supper guests of Mr.
The Lottie Moon Circle of OA
John
Bedding
CavenMrs.
eras.
and
Mr.
...and pretty in rayon
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
and Mrs. William Long Friday
P. L.
First Baptist Church •met Mon- returned to Stephens College
Houghton, nieht.
of Harris announce the birth of
day night at the home of Mrs. where she will resume her duties der. left Tuesday for
crepe.. a -gleam with
befora reNirvana Mrs .William E. Long eight pound fqur ounce son born Dear Patricia:
Walter Voelpel with Mrs. How- as Assistant Social Director. She Mich.. to his parents
printed whirr squares,
in
home
Taxco.
their
turning
to
Hospital.
and Blveyk! and Miss Marilyn
Sept. 4 at the Fulton
Can you tell me if the man I
will enter the University of Misard Shaw, co-hostess.
love very much will ever mean
Ragsdale of Centralia, Ill., spent
an immaculate white
Mrs. Joe Cochran opened the souri in Columbia, Mo., as a Sen- Mexico.
Chi- Mondgy in Mayfield.
Miss Dorothy Toons of
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Dement, anything to me? We are both dimeeting with prayer. Mrs. Hal- ior this fall.
under -collar and a row of
with
is Route 4, Fulton, announce the vorced. He seems to like to be
Mrs. Arthur 'Birmingham
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Thompson cago spent the weekend
ford Milstead, chairman, presidrelatives,
tiny white buttons.
spending a few days near Tren- birth of a nine pound four ounce around me but he acts like he is
session and children, John M. and Gented over the
business
Charlie Browder has returned ton with relatives.
Sept. 4 at the Fulton afraid. It it because he was hurt
son born
Unpressed pleats add
to his home in Duncan, Okla., afvery much the first time? lioa
Mrs. Christine Pierce and Her- Hospital.
ter a visit with his brother, Gus- man spent Sunday with Mr. and
fullness to the skin. Navy,
much longer will I have to wait"
sie Browder and Mrs. Browder, Mrs. Thelbert Whipple near PalMr. and Mrs. Swain Barry of
Thanks,
brown, grcen, red.
west of town
Hickman announce the birth of a
estine -Church.
M. V.
798
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Finch
of
12-20. Penny-wise at
seven pound eleven ounce son Dear M. V.:
St. Louis spent Sunday with her
Yes, he will mean something to
born Sept. I at the Fulton HosRoute
Fulton
2
WHY PAY MORE for your steel-toe
mother. Mrs. John Payne a payou. He wants to ask you to marpital.
tient in Haws Hospital.
ry him, but he can't forget his
:qrs. C. E. William;
HY-TEST SAFETY SHOES
Mrs. Celia Douglas has returnMr. and Mrs Fred Homra are first love, and he is afraid
Mr. -and Mrs. Omer Stephens
the
ed to her home in Paducah after and fair's-lily spent the
We have the brand:
weekend the parents of a six pound five same thing would happen again 1 422 Lake Street,
Fulton
a visit with Mrs. Ben
Gholson
Ann.
Cynthia
girl,
baby
ounce
with
and
Mr.
Mrs.
Howard
Step"We have the Quality:
and family on Maple Ave.
born September 1 at the Fulton
hens.
We have the price:
L. J. Williams visited
Mrs. Hospital.
Bettie Williams and family SunMcCONNELL
(Other Safety-toe shoes, $1.95)
of
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Lucy
day.
Don't be fooled by road sale.smen!
Mr. and Mrs. Lionel LaFlamme
Mr. end Mrs James Cannon of Route 4, Hickman are the parent,
and son of St. Louis, Missouri Nashville, Tenn. ,visited Mr. and of a nine pound son, Johnnif
and Mr. and Mrs. James Salee Mrs. Adair Cannon last week- Wayne, born Sept. 1 at
Ilaw!
s Shoe Shop
'
orrester
and son of Memphis, spent the end.
Hospital.
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Mr. and l'Ars„jjral gEptpjgg ot
Fulton, Kentucky
204 Main Street
Welch`aneson.
Mrs. Rotanc
Master h;o.
MemPfiis vi5110Tdr.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Kendall of E. Williams awhile Monday night W. Ridd of Tampa. Fla., announFulton spent Sunday with Mrs- on their way home after visiting ces the
birth of a nine pounc4
Kendall's parents, Mr. and Mrs. relatives in
born
Detroit over the baby girl, Barbara Ann,
F.
R.
Jones.
Aug. 30 at 4 a. m. at the Weak.
weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis McCord and
Hospital in Martin
Frank Parrish is visiting his ley County
family of Union City spent Sun- son, Dr. Thomas Parrish and wife Tenn. Mrs
Ridd is the - formei
day with Mr. idle Mrs. H. E. in Nashville.
Mildred Walker of this city.
.McCord.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Kindred, Mr
Mrs. Della Saith and sons, Van and Mrs. C. E. Williams, Kara
Phone 470 for Job Printins
and David and Mr. and Mrs. Donald Roland Smith of Chicago reO OTHER farm supply returnNs so
turned home Saturday after sevI have moved my harness Shop from
eral days visit with relatives in
much for so little as good grain
this vicinity.
seed. A few dollars' worth of quality seed
Walnut Street to,
Mrs. R. H. Moss, Jr., and eitilmeans bigger and better yields next year.
dren and Mrs. L T. Caldwell
Southern States grain seed is one of the best
spent Thursday
with Mr. and
investments you can make for a bumper crop
Mrs. Bertis Levitter of Martin.
next season. Chosen from adopted diseaseWeekend
guests of Mr. and
resistant varieties of selected parentage, SouthMrs. Charley Goodjine were: Mr.
ern States seeds are high in purity and germiacross from the Bob White Motor Company
and Mrs. Hunter Goodjine and
nation and low in weed content. In addition,
family and Mrs. Zora Goodjine of
•
•
*
Franklin, Tenn.
they are treated as recommended by ExperiMrs. Fred Morris has returned
ment Stations against seed and soil-borne disI am prepared to serve you better.
to her home from an extended
eases — and carry a guarantee that really
visit with relatives in Miss.
means something!
I handle collars, collar pads. harness, trace
Mr. and Mrs. Commodore MayAmong those varieties now available or....
nard and1 family have recently
order
By all means you should place your
chains with several back bands.
moved t Union City
FESCUE
BARLEY
*
*
•
Mrs Will Woods spent Sunday
with us now for your coal.
FORKDEER OATS
with Mrs. Sam Welch.
BALBO RYE
It isn't long till you will need it, and we
Sandy Vowell of Martin spent
If you need anything for the mule or
VIGO WHEAT
Donald
Wednesday night with
can give you good servcie, now.
HAIRY VETCH
Joe
Welch.
horse, pay me a visit.
RYE GRASS
* a a
Several from the community ,
attended the Obion County Fair
all kinds of Clovers
Also
FERTILIZER FOR FALL SEEDING
at the Tom
Stewart
Airport,.
Union City.
Phosphate 20"r, 48%,
Mrs. Will Hastings has sold her
Rock Phosphate 30'''
farm to Mr. and
Mrs.
Billy
Green.
Ammonium nitrate
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MR. RAILROAD MAN:

ROBERTS STORE

895

It Pays to
Invest in

'

F

;Tti."'"

GOOD
SEED

NOTICE:
236 Fourth Street

A. 1. WRIGHT
"The Harness Man"
236 Fourth Street

Fulton, Ky.

PIERCE STATION
Mom-e filled his
Rev. Robert
regular appointment at Johnson'
Grove Sunday and Sunday night.1
He and Mrs Moore, Claude Grad.

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE

CITY Mil CO.
Telephone 51

402 Maln St.

Fulton

Phone 399

SEEDS THAT REALLY 'GROW

2C

Lt won't.
another
narry.
P. L.

CLASSIFIED ADS
BUY—SELL—LIRE,--RENT

Fulton
several
tetly ap7
n by the
"son has
tool Otis

with an economical classified
ad in this column, read each
week throughout the Fulton
trade area. No other method
reaches so many for so lade.
First Insertion 3c per "'word
(minimum, 50e)
Each Succeeding Insertion 11
/
2c
per word.

FOR SALE: 1835
Oldsmobile
coupe. Good motor, good brakes. Has been running every day.
Best cash offer drives it home.
Phone 470 or 1255.
FOR SALE: Cornet, violin, circulator heater, inner spring
mattresS, hope chess cedar lined. All in perfect
condition.
Phone 898.

tie Dear tell you one thing we
are living in dangerous times
It seems like Satan is loose for a
little season- 14ut I suppose these
things had to happen.
Mr. P. W. Smith is in
bad
health but Mrs. Smith is fine.
They sure are good white people
to me and Mrs. Johanna when she
was here. She was nice to me too.
I never will forget them. Mi.:Johanna have did me so many
goat favors.

FOR SALE: Five fresh Jersey
Cows; good
milkers. Dick
Thomas, Phone 197, Fulton.
• The Lord sure is taking care
of me through the peoples; bless
We will be glad to help you • Services
His holy
name. I am a widow
prepare your ad at our office;
again. My first husband', peoor mail it in with the money.
DESTROY TEX:MIES. Free in- ple sure is nice to me. Plenty
All classified ads are cash in
spection. Reasonable
price. cotton to pick here but the booladvance. _
Frank
McKinney, Mayfield, weavers stare did do their part.
Ky. P. .). Box 471, Phone I hope to see Miss Johanna in
this life again.
1309-J.

• For Sale

BARGAINS IN real estate. I have
plenty of race homes for sale
in town, and a good selection of
farms at all times. Charles W.
Burrow.
-MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models, $124.95
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone' 201,
Fulton, Ky.
SEE US FOR YOUR PHONORECORDS: Latest
GRAPH
pop-tunes, hillbilly, classics, or
45 RPM, etc. Standard or long
playing. Sport Center. 324 Walnut, Fulton, Ky.
FOR SALE: Range. Burns wood
or coal.‘ Also hot water tank.
Telephone 26.

FOR RENT: Floor sander, edger
and polisher. Fulton Paint &
Glass Company, 210 Church
Street, Phone 909.

Billy C. Fry

DR. J,. W. TOSH
Eyesight Specialist

HOME HEATER

HERMAN

EDMISTON

Funeral services for Herman
Edmiston, who died suddenly at
his home in Rutherford, Tenn.,
afternoon, were conSaturday
ducted Tuesday morning at 10
in
Church
at the Methodist
Rutherford. Burial .was in the
Cayce cemetery with the Masons
in charge of the services at the
graveside.

Cleanliness is desirable in any
store and it is essential in a food
store.
Our employees Wive constantly to be sure that when you go to
your A&P you will find:
Clean Food - - Sold by Clean Clerks - - In a Clean Store
If you think we need sprucing
up, the men and women in your
store will appreciate it if you let
Us know.
Please write:

Keep your eyes on
O. K. Used Car Lot for
bargains.
CITY MOTOR CO.
Fulton, Ky.

Luther
Funeral services for
Elliott, who died Sunday at his
home, Fulton, Route 1, were conducted Monday at 2 p. an. at the
Rock Springs Primitive Baptist
Church with Brother Commodore
Brann officiating. Burial was in
the church cemetery under the
Funeral
direction of Hornbeak
Home.
September 24,
He was born
1877 the son of William J. and
Mattie Davis E1liott. He was first
married to Lula Finch and she
many
preceded him in death
years ago. On October 11, 1902
he was
married to Miss
Ora
Moore, who survives.

Mrs. McLeod Announces
H'makers Annual Day
Mrs. Bertha McLeod is today
announcing the program for the
Annual
Homemakers
annual
Day on September 12 as follows:
Registration, 10:30 a. in•
Call to Order, Pres., Mrs. W. B.
Sowell, 10:30 a. m.
Devotional, Rev. Lewis D. Ferrell.
Roll Call by Clubs and Payment of State Dues, Mrs. Clyde
Linder.
Minutes of 1949 meeting.
Treasurer's Report.
Group singing led by Mrs. Fred
accompanist, Mrs.
Bondurant,

A&P's EVERDAY LOW PRICES
SAVE YOU MONEY ANYTIME YOU SHOP!
Why wait till the end of the week to save money when you can do it any day
)ou choose? Why be satisfied with just a few good values when you can get
dozens of them? You don't have to! And you won't want to ... once you discover how A&P everyday low prices in every department help you save money
on ALL your food ALL the time. Come in and find out today!

798
ORE
Fulton

There's no work or worry to
being warm all winter when
you have the new Perfection
Heater—and you SAVE FUEL,
too. Its fugl-saving "Midget"
Pilot is•true pilot. not•low
fire. With • thermostat, your
Perfection Heater never forgets to tend the fire, never
overheats.

•B•autifolly Styled
You and your family will be
proud to show your new Perfection Heater to friends and
aeighbors for it is attractirfly
designed ancifinished to match
the finest home furnishings
COMIC in and We it today.

MDADE
FURNITURE CO.
319-23 Walnut Street

4 33c
2 27'

STRAINED

jars

2 NoN.
CHERRIES
23'
PEAS
Junket
Danish
Desert
APRICOTS
12f:
SALAD DRESSING
Customer Relations Department,
291:'
2" 4
PORK & BEANS
Green Giant
AST Food Stores
PEAS
'79'
69e "".
FRUIT JARS
Doz.
420 Lexington Avenue
19'
New York 17, N. Y.
25':1 AG 1.50
FLOUR
Red Cross
8.95 VIacaroni
50
LARD
or Spaghetti
BEEF ROAST
C
2
29
PEARS
2
7
SURE
21-g';is. 49'
670 OLEOMARGARINE
Blu - White
FLAKES
—ONLY 10c AT A & P—
GROUND BEEF
59'
10e
SLAB BACON
55' HOMINY
Planters
10' Cocktail
SMOKED JOWLS Sugar.Cured 29' BUTTER BEANS
Peanuts
10'
SAUERKRAUT
FRYERS "LI:DRESSED
63'
35e
10'
DICED
CARROTS
,
OCEAN FISH LB.
15'
SWIFTS
CLEANSER
10'
CATSUP
PEACHES
POTATOES
10' 2
Swiftning
49'
3.99 BAR CAKE
Shortening
490 '
HONEY DEW
53' LAYER CAKE
3
91'
2
COFFEE CAKE
290
GRAPES
PIES
49'
WHEATIES
POTATOES
BANANAS
15e
OCTAGON GRANULATED SOAP, pkg.
27c
BORAXO HAND SOAP, 1-1b. can
28c
YAMS
3 I"' 250 BORAX° WATER SOFTENER, 16-oz. can..
17c
42;k:CS
:
2

CHOPPED

jars

TENDER

SMALL

IONA

No.CANS
303

IONA UNPEELED

CAN

HALVES

ANN

QT.

PAGE
ANN

PKG.

Junket Powder, Pkg. 10c

C 4.
R
CANS

DOZ.

No. 303
CAN

PLAIN
PURE
FRESH

CAN
"

Mrs. David Sundwick

THANK YOU
KIFFER HALVES

ROUND SHOULDER
ENGLISH OR

40': College Street

Announces the Opening'

7-0Z.

2"
N°.
CANS

o

Pkgs.

LB.

BLADE CUT CHUCK

LB

Voice and Violin
Studio

A
CN
ITY
T

PKG.

No. 2' _

IONA

•More Comfort

BABY FOOD
Gerber's

TTN
AEDne
BO
OUL
RBPIC
RJE
UILS

REGULAR
SUNNYFIELD

of her

qavy,

Club, Mrs. J. C. Lawson.
Citizenship, Mrs. Charlie Loftus.
Publicity, Mrs. Bill Holland.
Reading, Mrs. Clyde CorumCrafts., Mrs. Parke Wheeler.
Membership,
Mrs.
Smith
Brown.
Landscape, Mrs. L. A. Clifton.
Agent's Report, Mrs. W. D. McLeod.
Report of Nominating Committee, Mrs. J. C. Lawson.
Lunch
Group singing led by
Mrs.
Fred Bondurant.
Solo by Mrs. Julian Streeter.
Address by
Dean J.
Matt
Sparkman, Murray State College.
Report of Election Clerks.

Week - End Specials May Save You Money
Once In A While. But - -

PAGE
PTS.
3IASON

71(cd9te Pee'ot

)w of

-

LUTHER ELLIOTT.

I

Customers'
-Corner

REGULAR LODGE Mr.a.TING:
tonight, 8:00 p. m. Be sure to
attend. Loyal Order of Moose,
212 Church Street, Fulton.
(Continued on page Ten)

PERFECTION

Jimmie Brown of
Mason Hall, i'riday, Sept. 8,
1950 — The Fulton News — Page
Tenn.; his mother, Mrs.
Will
Edmiston of
Union City; three
Mr. Elliott was of the Primitive Walter Voelpel.
sisters, Mrs. Nodie Kelly ana
Mrs. Herman Gish of Union City, Baptist faith and had 61)it h;s
Project Leaders' Report:
Crutchfield
and Mrs. Roy Ellie of
Martin;' entire life in the
Home Furnishings, Mrs. Charcommunity.
and two grandchildren.
leslikdams.
Besides his wife he leaves two
Clothing, Mrs. T. J. Murchison
brother-inMr. Edmiston was
Elliott of Fulton,
sons, Hershel
Foods, Mrs. Clem Atwill.
law of Virgil Davis and a cousin
of
and Herman Elliott
Route
1
Home Management, Mrs. Wayof Leslie Nugent of this city.
Fulton and three grandchildren. ne Yates.

Jeweler
Watch and clock repairing
- Prompt service
All work guaranteed
Phone 455
113 Washington Street
Across from the telephone - office

• Notices

it h

DEATHSi

Mr. J. B. Snider is in Natchez
publishing and Mr. Joseph
V.
Ellis is got his place in Clarksdale now and he sure is a fine
young man. As kind as he can
be. He had my picture taken in
Mr. Edmiston leaves his wife,
a difference way but let me tell the former Clara Davis of Cayce;
you one thing it sure is prayer a son, James Aubrey Edmiston of
time believe it not. So.here is Houston, Texas; apeiaughter, Mrs.

206 Main St.
Fulton
(Across from Bennett
BEST BUYS
Drug Store)
in new and used furniture
and appliances.
WELLS DRILLED: Pumps inMcDADE'S
stalled. Parks Drilling Co. 304
USED FURNITURE STORE
Paschall Street. Martin HighHenry M. Bethel, Mgr.
way, Fulton, Ky. Phone 1383.
Phone 908
216 Church St.

Save Fuel
wer4

another poem. Subject: Rest.
God made the dark, so day time
could close its tired eyes,
And sleep awhile in cdinfort;
Beneath the starry sikes.
The day time, just like childrens
Needs rest from work and play;
So it can give us childrens,
Another happy day.

90

CAI*

LB.

No. 30Y

JOAN

OF ARC

No. 2

Telephone 1562

8-0Z.

CAN

IONA

B & G WHITING

Missi-rsiPPI Plantation Life:

The Writings Of
Mattie Dear

No. 2

CAN

GOOD QUALITY

VERMONT QUALITY ELBERTA

I give thanks unto the Lord
for He is good. My health is very
cotton
good and I am picking
trying to finish a bale this week
if the Lord say so. Had good service Sunday at the Travels Rest
9.0 B. C. P'aStoeby the Rev. W.
B. Barns of Clarksdale, Miss. He
preached a good sermon
sure
His subject was The Value of a
Man's Soul and he told all about
the soul and I sure enjoyed it.
I was so sorry that I never got to
the National Baptist Convention
in Philadelphia. I thought sure
that I would of got some help
from Miss Johanna. But let Mat-

2 INCHES &N.R.LARGER JUST
RIGHT FOR CANNING (3-1b. 25c) BU.

MELONS
5 SIZE
Malaga or White
ll

('AN

8-0Z.

ROT.

•
BUT141ERFIELD

No. 303

WHOLE IRISH
PINEAPPLE

CAN
EACH

CANS 250

GOLD
CARAMEL
WHITE

EA.

SIZE
EACH

DATE

LBS. 330

CAN 1-Lb. Can 33c

FILLED

JANE PARKER

IDAHO69
10 LB. BAG
LB.
15

EACH

7 DELICIOUS VARIETIES

With Dish Cloth

8-0Z

PK(;.

OSCAR MAYER

urns so
d grain
y seed

fear.

rhe best
er crop
Dunne, South1 germiddition,
Experime dist really

FOR YOUR FALL SEEDING:

12-0Z.

35'

JAR

—SEE US FOR—
Ky. 31 Fescue, certified and uncertified; Ladino
clover, Red top, orchard grass, rye grass, red
crouer, blue grass.

are ...

SCII111

PETER PAN
PEANUT BUTTER

Barley, wheat, winter turf oats, Balboa Rye.
alfalfa, crimson clgver.

DUZ
Soap Powder
LG.

25'

PKG.
GIANT PKG. 69c

CASHMERE
BOUQUET
SIZE

20% PHOSPHATE AND MIXED FERTILIZERS

BARS

REED BR-OS. FEEDS & SEEDS
custom Grinding and
Custom Seed Cleaning
PHONE 620
409 COLLEGE ST.

BAR

SIZE

BATH
SIZE

BA R

TIDE
Soap Powder
LGE.

2

PERK
DOG FOOD

100
13'

930

1-LB.

IVORY
SOAP

Sweetheart
SOAP
BAR
10

SIZE

MED.

3

SIZE

DIAL
SOAP

2

BARS

37c,

Ld

CANS

PKG.

BARS

23

IVORY
FLAKES
LGE.
PKG

25'

REG. PKG. 11c

DASH
DOG FOOD

SWAN
Toilet Soap

Xliting

YOUR STORE WITH THE CHECKERBOARD SIGN

25'

CAMAY
SOAP
BATH

1180 FOOD MARKET
BATH

TOILET SOAP

"2

WIENERS

2

I LB
(ASS

290

PALMOLIVE
Toilet Soap

4

BARS

31e

LIFEBUOY
SOAP
REG.
SIZE

LUX
Toilet Soap

4'310

SUPER SUDS
LGE.
PKG.

27'

RATH
SIZE

A&O PEACHES
"" 47'

2 For

GIANT PKG. 66c

'14

IN BARBECUE SAUCE
13-0Z.

57'

CAN

OSCAR MAYER

BARBECUE
BEEF
12-0Z.
CAN

5'70

OSCAR MAYER

BARBECUE
PORK
12-0Z.
CAN

57'

OLD DUTCH
CLEANSER

2

CANS

250

Lachey
Chiliese Foods
Meatless
CHOP SUEY, No. 2 can
Chow Mein
NOODLES, can

35e
19c

— The Fulton News — Friday, Sept. 8, 1950
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SPICY TOMATO SAUCE
By Nancy Haven

COMPLETE WINTER WARDROBE CAN BE
MADE FOR LESS THAN FIFTY DOLLARS
A complete fall and Winter dress and jacket made a taffeta
'wardrobe, equal to all occasions, ensemble for afternon parties.
can be made for under fifty dol- Without the jacket, it becomes a
' Jars. It includes a suit and blouse, short sheath evening dress. Very
a taffeta jacket ensemble that easy to make, it has cap sleeves
doubles for afternoon and even- cut in with the fitted bodice, a
nag parties, a coat dress, and a gay narrow skirt, slit at back.
plaid skirt and ersey blouse corn- "For the coat dress in silverbination. These are described in gray rayon tissue faille, you can
McCall's for September, along use a special gadget and--eifirer
with other ready-to-make fashion the buttons yourself. Red wool
tips on picking a plaid to suit plaid makes a bright skirt, gatheryour size:
ed and flared with a zippered
"A cheerful, red rayon sheen opening at center back. With it
gabardine suit looks like a mil_ wear a high-necked wool jersey
bon, has the new
low-necked blouse.
jacket that shows off a checked - "If you're tall and slim, pick a
velveteen blouse with a spread- big bold plaid for a cape stole
wind collar. The blouse has a flared in back, belted in front. If
drop-shoulderline and no sleeves, You're little,make it of just-aswhich eliminates bulk under the smart small plaids or checks. Cojacket. The narrow skirt is a ordinate the color with a woolmixture in a longstraight 4-panel design. A sheath and-hair
sleeved sheath dress.
"Any size can wear one suit
•
with small, subtly shaded wool
Memory L
Ltoes
plaid jacket and solid color skirt
ins • A
The jacket has a sharply notched
III 1- ictures collar, big patch pockets with
the
flaps bias-cut for interesting deFor yourself,
i
tail. Medium and small figures
for your family, will look well in tissue-worsted
' AL
for your friends tartan of the Ross clan. The mod(iI\
. . . a picture
erate dolman sleeve in one atsays more than tractive dress is cut with th,e
/I \
a thousand
bodice, and the dress zips to below the waistline."
words.

1

4

.•--•Is
-7,
...z-
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Make an Appointznent today

Town

A Large Stock of
Electric Clocks!

10 lbs. ripe tomatoes
% teaspoon cayenne
8 small or 1 lb. white onions
2 teaspoons each of ground
spices: allspice, cloves, nutmeg
8 medium or 2 lb. green peppers
1 medium-sized apple, diced
1 tablespoon cinnamon
1 quart cider vinegar
6 cups Beet Sugar
4 tablespoons salt
Scald, peel, core and quarter tomatoes 21 c.). Peel and dice onions
(2-1/3 e.); wash, core and dice peppers (44 c.); do same with apple,
after peeling. Apple takes up some of extra liquid.) Combine all ingredients in large preserving kettle (if very light condiment desired,
use whole spices and tie in a bag). Bring to a rolling boil; simmer—
boil mixture 3 hours, stirring occasionally. Remove from heat. Pour
!nto hot, sterilized fruit jars. Seal at once. Makes 7 to 8 pts.
In using Beet Sugar u-ill I have success with this Spicy Tomato
Sauce! With Beet or Cane Sugar you will have "family approved"
home preserves. The two are alike and, therefore, will give identical
results.

• s
Topic

Wade on Carr Street.
J. C. Yates visited relatives
in
Mrs.
Marvin
Glisson
and Hornbeak, Tenn., Sunday. They
daughter, Marilyn, are visiting were accompanied home by their
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Blagg and relatives in Nashville this week. sister, Mrs. Farrar Bushart,
ardner
'
s Studio
who
son, Byron, Jr., have returned to
Mrs. Norris Dame and daugh- will be their guest this week.
212 Commercial
Fulton
their home in Nashville after a ter, Nancy, have returned from a
Kenneth
Meredith of LouisPHONE 693
visit with her mother, Mrs- R. H. visit with her parents in Paducah. ville, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Cavender
of
Benham,
Ky., were guests
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Thacker
/
pent the weekend in Dexter, Mo. of Mr. and Mrs. Russell Johnson
FOR THIRTY YEARS
this
past
weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Carter have
QUALITY AND SERVICE
moved to the Ira Little home on
A
REAL
WILDCAT
have been our first consideration; yet funerals as low as $99.50
Third Street which they recently
are always a part of oar service.
,
ought.
A
University
of Kentucky
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Ridge- alumnus in 1947 presented a live
ay and Miss June
Coplen at- Kentucky wildcat to SUKY. studended the Fulton-Jackson ball- ent pep
organization.
Named
fame in Jackson Sunday.
"The Colonel," the big cat is carMr.
and
Mrs
Little
Ira
have
ed
for
by the group and at all
TELEPHONE
oved to their new home on UK home football games is on
hird Street.
the sidelines—in his cage.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Holloway.
The best ambulance service at any hour, day or night.
lob Binford, Wilburn Holloway.
Air-conditioned chapel.
r. and Mrs. H. H. Bugg, Mrs.
uss Anderson,
—MEMBERLouis Kasnow,
KENTUCKY -FUNERAL DIRECTOR& BURIAL ASS'N.
aul Kasnow
1
and Mrs. Bailey
uddleston
attended the ball
-- 1fame in Jackson Sunday.
Miss Evelyn Kelly of
Nash, ille spent
Sunday
with her
ncle and aunt,
Mr. and Mrs.
oore Joyner in Highlands.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Holland and
laughter, Judy of Detroit
are
risiting Mr- and Mrs. Bill Holnd on Thedford Street. They
ere accompanied by his mother,
rs. Nora
Holland,
who has
n visiting them for the past
o months.
Mrs. Winnie
Carpenter. who
as been a patient in the Fulton
ospital, has been dismissed and
doing nicely at her home on
alnut Street.
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn
Houston
nd daughter, Susan Lynn, have
Mn. Stella Clark, 1028 Corto their home in CinDepot Street
"Buck Bushart"
Fulton ,
I eturned
nell Ave.. Indianapolis, Indiana,
innati, Ohio after a
weekend who was suffering from defici,isit with his parents, Mr. and encies of Vitamins B.,. B., Iron,
-- 1 rs. E. N. Houston on the
Union and Niacin, thinks • vigorous appetite, fine food and lots of good.
c ity Highway.
sound sleep are the keys to health
Miss Betty Boyd Bennett
of and happiness. All of these were
emphis spent the weekend with made possible by the blessings
or mother, Mrs. Hattie Bennett HADACOL when HADACOL
overcame Omar deficiencies.
.Park Ave.
Rae s lift:titian tiatorset
Rob Nolan of Dexter, Mo., is
"Before I started taking HADAN isiting his mother,
Mrs. I
R. COL I was troubled with nervous
!olan on Park Ave.
iridigestion. My stomach was just
Mr. and Mrs. James Gibbs have tied in knots when I would
sit
.444
r turned to their home in
Mem- down to est You can imagine how
Ie
criCoyed
my
his
food
and how much
after a visit with his aunt.
;
I' r. and Mrs. R. A. Fowlkes and good It did me. It affected my
sleep too— there was many a
ther relatives.
night I lay awake for hours and
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Tress and hours. I heard about HADACOL
and
have been taking it ever
hildren of Clarksville, Tenn.,
ere weekend visitors of his par- since. I have no more stomach
distress. I enjoy my food and I
nt., Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
.Mc- sleep like • top every night cif
ollum on Maple Ave.
the week. I started my husband
Mrs. Sam Homra and children taking HADACOL and he, too.
says that now he has never felt
1 Steel, Mo., are visiting
her better in his life. I just can't
rothers, Fred and Foad Homra thank
HADACOL enough—and.
"Standard Oil Products"
z nd their families.
of course. I recommend it to all
East State Line
Fulton
Mr. and Mrs. Alf Hornbeak and my friends."
/ rs. Elizabeth Milner
HADACOL Works
and Mrs.
in helping to build up the
NO.
hemoglobin content of your blood
(when Iron is needed) to carry
these precious Vitamins and Minerals to every organ, and every
part of your body—to the heart,
liver, kidneys and lungs, even to
the eyes, hair and nails. Countless thousands whose systems
were deficient in Vitamins B,,
B., Iron, and Niacin are benefit234 EAST FOURTH STREET
ing from HADACOL . . . even
hundreds of doctors have recommended HADACOL to their patients.
Give HADACOL a Chance
Yes, give HADACOL a chance
to help you. Refuse substitutes.
Don't let anyone tell you something else is "just as good." Insist on genuine HADACOL. You
risk nothing because HADACOL
L, sold only on a. strict moneyback guaranteb. You'll feel betPrompt service!
ter with the first few bottles you
take or your money back. Trial
size only $1.25. Large Family or
Yes Madam! A phone call
Hospital size, $3.50.

G

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

7

7

ICED

REM

GIN

L1QUERS

DRIVE-IN UOUOR STORE

COLORFUL POTTERY
CHINA SETS - - IMPS
BARGAIN PRICES
.c.

COLEMAN'S SERVICE STATION

Sawyers Market
PHONE

to "75" brings good food,
meats and groceries to your
door... in all kinds of weather. Try us today; our goal is
to please you.

•Ink /be Lib= Carpemetios

wa

"Ray-O-Vac" quality, chrome cases: complete with batteries,
2-Cell pocket-size spotlight
$1.55
"Sportsman's Special" 2-Cell spotlights
$1.89
Household-style general purpose 2-cell flashlights
$1.55
3-cell spotlights
$2.00
5-cell spotlights, special for frog hunters
$3.48
Odds and ends in 2-cell flashlights, complete
each $1.00
We have extra batteries and bulbs for all types.

A Full Stock of Men's
Safety Razors

,i
,

,
,
(,
,,

time for school!)

(keep one in your car, too.
It has 1000 uses!)

1,
,I
,i

,,,

sag
hos

A Full Stock of
Flashlights!

-

(You are often judged by your
appearance. It pays to look well!)

SEGAL 1-piece safety razor and 5 "barber-keen" blades
98c
New GILLETTE super-speed razor, with speed-pack of 10 blades. $1.
$1.25
SHICK injector razor, with 20-blade pack
GEM "MicrotEtatft" razor and 5-b1ede• peek -r___
98c

MIS WEEK'S
HIT PARADE
ON RECORDS--1. Gocdnight Irene
2. Mona Lisa
3. Play a simple Melody
4. Sam's Song
5. Tzona, Tzona, Tzona
6. Count Every Star
7. I Manna Be Loved
8. Third Man Theme
9. Bonaparte's Retreat
10. Bewitched.

ALL 10 and 12-INCH

PHONOGRAPH
RECORD
ALBUMS
ONE THIRD OFF
LIST PRICE

14- HOUR SERVICE
RADIO

REPAIR
In today - - out tomorrow!
Complete line of
TUBES,
PARTS,
etc.
All work guaranteed

FULTON ELECTRIC
St FURNITURE Co.
Phone 100

Ernest Lowe, Mgr.

Fulton, Ky.

Get Your HADACOL Now at

CITY DRUG CO. ..
Mimes 70-425

ed
shc
Mr
hoi

(—that will get 'em up in

SPECIAL: "CAT-NAPPER" ELECTRIC ALARM CLOCKS
$4.95
Lovely ivory plastic finish; 6-foot cord, luminous dial. (So
quiet,
not
even a purr).
Sessions industrial wall clocks
$10.95
Dustproof metal case; large, 14-inch-square face; a dandy
clock for
the office, factory, etc.
Sessions "Teapot" kitchen clocks
Lovely, colorful little clocks in the popular teapot design.$4.95
Available in
ivory, white, yellow, red, green, or blue.
"Mickey-Mouse" wrist watches that really keep time
$6.95

‘
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WHISKEY
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New Location .... 217 East Fourth Street I
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Interests

FC31-R WOMEN
SOCIETY

—

— (LIDS
HOME NEWS
Elizabeth Witty, Editor
Phone 926

MRS. CLEO PEEPLES
COMPLIMENTED WITH
STORK SHOWER FRIDAY
Mrs. Cleo Peeples was honored with a surprise pink and blue
shower Friday night
given by
Mrs. Clayburn
Peeples at her
home on East State Line.
The honoree was given a corsage of pink carnations by the
hostess.
A clink and blue color scheme
was carried
out in the decorations
a n d
refreshments.
Throughout the living room there
were beautiful arrangements of
pink dahlias Small dolls dressed
in pink.and white dresses added
to the decorations.
Three contests were enjoyed
with Mrs. Mary Nell Tucker and
Miss Thelma Blalock winning the
prizes. Following the contests, a
pink and blue white decorated
wagon was brought in laden with
many nice gifts for the honoree.

FHA LOANS
—See—

T. H. "Torn" Cowden
Phone 1597 ()Mon ('ity, Tenn.

DON'T
NEGLECT YOUR CAR'S
-COOUNG SYSTEM:
Serious and costly motor trouble
may result from defective cooling. Play sale .. with esery
motor checkup or overhaul
have the cooling system checked
by specialists.
Have your garage or service
station call us in When core
replacement is neses‘ar), or
use lake Radiator (Ores ..
r.bry're GUARANTEED.
Pierre Walker
Reele non

LAME

A lovely pink and white party
plate was served to the following guests:
Mesdames Jordon
Ferguson, Billy Robey, Mary Nell
Tucker,
Ben
Fowlkes, J. T.
Brockwell, L. U. Williams,
Arthur Blalock, James
Holt,
Claude Rozzell, Rosa Harrison,
A. M. Dycus, J. D. Peeples, Seldon Peeples, Miss Thelma Blalock.
Those sending gifts but were
unable to attend were:
Mrs.
Beauton McClure and Mrs. Alvin
Ferguson.
ANNIE ARMSTRONG
CIRCLE MEETS WITH
MRS. L. M. McBRIDE
The Annie Armstrong Circle
of thc First Baptist L.i.urch met
in the home of Mrs. L. M. McBride on Commercial Ave. for a
covered dish supper.
Following the delicious supper
the regular monthly meeting was
held. The meeting opened with
prayer by Mrs. Buel Carlyle with
Mrs. James Fortner, chairman,
residing over the business session.
Mrs. Neal Looney,
program
chairman, gave the
devotional
and presented Mrs. McBride who
gave the program. Her subject
was "Can You Read" taken from
the Royal Service.
Eleven members and one news
m6bres, Mrs. L. L. Roscoe and
one visitor Mrs. Myrtie Windsor
attended.
VERNON MELTON
COMPLIMENTED ON
BIRTHDAY, AUG. 27
Vernon Melton of near Dukedom was honored on his eighteenth birthday Sunday, August
27 with a lovely basket dinner at
the Melton home given by friends
and relatives.
Those present were: Mr. and
Mrs. lay
Bondurant and children. Mr. and Mrs Dewey No!-

son, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Terrell all
of Dukeaom, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Evans, Mr. and Mrs. Otis Melton and Aundra, Mr. and
Mrs.
Frank Evans, all of Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stroud,
Mi. and Mrs. Richard Stroud and
son of
Moscow, Mr. and Mrs.
Claudie Jackson and Wesley, Mr
and Mrs. Carl Stroud and children of Crutchfield, Mrs. Robert
Evans and son of Martin, Mr.
and Mrs. Calvin Cancle of Paducah.
Mrs. Richard Stone of Detroit,
Miss Sue Gardner of Louisville,
Mrs. Ethel Melton, Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Haden of Water Valley, Mrs.
Ordley Ellis, Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Evans and son of Paris.
Mr.
and Mrs. Theo Kelley and Bill,
Mr. and Mrs• Pete Kelley and son
of Oakton, Mr. and
Mrs. Dene
Stroud of Wingo, Vernon Gardner of Murray.
Vernon received
many • nice
birthday gifts and everyone enjoyed the lovely day with him.
FULTON HOMEMAKERS
ATTAIN A PERFECT
AaTENDANCE RECORD
Three members of the Fulton
Homemakers Club have a perfect
attendance record, having not
missed a meeting since the club
was organized in March 1949.
They are: Mrs. H. G. Butler, Mrs.
Wallace
Shankle
and
Mrs.
Charles Cannon.
Mrs. Butler has an attendance
record that would be hard to beat
as she was first a member of the
Bennett Homemakers Club, having joined the club in 1944 and
hasn't missed monthly meeting
of the club, the Advisory Council and training school or district
meeting. She had three children
ranging in age from one to seven.
She served at vice-president,
secretary and treasurer and was
county publicity chairman for
two years.
..MreButler has a perfect P. T.
A. attendance record of six years
and she and Mrs. Wallace Shankle are two sponsors of the recently organized 4-H Club.
She transferred from the Bennetts Club to the Fulton Club
last year and the Fulton Club is
fortunate in having her as a member. Mrs. Cannon is past president of the club and Mrs. Shankle
is one of the project leaders.
The other members 191' the club
have a lot to live up to, to have a
record like these three members.

140W BEING SHOWN IN THE MIDWEST S LEADING DEPARTHRS. JONES
MENT STORES AND SMART SHOPS. EXCLUSIVE WITH US. ENTERTAINS
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Mrs. Stanley Jones was hostess
to her Thursday night bridge club
at her home on Walnut Street.
Mrs. Clyde Hill was high scorer for the evening,
Mrs. J. L.
JOWL Jr., second •high and Mrs.
Jerry Jones of Lexington won
the bridge bingo prize.
The hostess served a delectable
sandwich plate and Coca Colas at
the close of the, games.
Those playing were: Mrs. Hill,
Mrs. J. L. Jones, Jr., Mrs. Jerry
Jones, Mrs. J. A. Poe, Mrs. Fred
Homra, Mrs. Morgan Omar, Mrs.
Vyron
Mitchell
and
Mrs.
Thomas Mahan.
MISS LATTA
HOSTESS TO
BRIDGE CLUB

I

Miss Adolphus Latta entertained the members of her Thursday
Club Friday at her home on Norman Street.
Three visitors, Mrs. George
Moore, Mrs. Reginald Williamson
and Mrs. Eunice Seath were included in the two tables of members.
Mrs. Eula Mulford received
high score prize for the members
and Mrs. Moore for the visitors.
• Te hostess served a salad plate.
Members playing were: Mrs. Mulford,-Mrs. Ardell Sams, Mrs. Joe
Fly td Miss Mary Anderson.

r

Miss Martha Gholson Weds Mr. Nugent l'riday, Sept. 8, 1950 — The Fulton News — Page
•
Jackson. It was decided to have needs for those present, for famIn Beautiful Late Summer Ceremony
the Mission Study Classes

on ilies, friends and
neighbors,
In a setting of Gothic design, Hickman and Dr. Boyd McClary "We Seek Him
Together, by God's use of us as Channels for
beautifully arranged with bask- of Etowah, Tenn.
Maude White Hardie, begininng his health love for others, Grace
ets of white- chrysanthemums and
Following the ceremony
Poker
sufficient for all
the October 8th at 2:30 p. m. other and
gladioli, Miss Martha Elisabeth bride's parents entertained
with classes to be held October 10th needs, Oneness of body, mind
Gholson, daughter of Mr. and a reception at. their home.
and
12th
at
7:15
p.
m.
and
Sunand spirit, Peace and' health
BouMrs. Ben H. Gholson became the quets of white
bridal flowers day October 17th at 2:30 p. m. among men and a brotherhood of
bride of Mr. Lewis David Nug- were used profusely throughout All classes to be held at Walnut all nations, Mrs. Palmer
having
ent, son of Mrs. Berth,Nugent the reception and dining
the closing of the prayer. —
rooms. Grove Church.
and the late Mr. N
nt.
The
Mrs. Don Henry of Hickman, It was announced that our SoThe meeting
was dismissed
ceremony was perfo med Sunday Mrs. Celia Douglas of
Palestine with prayer by Miss
Paducah. city would visit the
Opal Willafternoon at three o'clock in the and Mrs Boyd McCleary of
Society
Monday,
on
October
2nd
iams.
Etoafternoon at the First
2:00 p. m. at
Palestine
Baptist wah, Tenn, assisted the girls Of at
The
hostesses, Mrs. Louis
Church with the Rev. Lewis D. the wedding party in serving
the Church. This is in celebration of Burke and Mrs. Felts Rawls serFerrell, pastor officiating.
Anniversary of the
guests. Miss Barbara Ann Roberts our Tenth
Woman's Society of Christian ved delightful refreshments to
Preceding the exchanging
of was at the guest register.
eleven regular
members, fourthe marriage vows Miss Barbara
Early in the- evening Mr. and Service.
Mrs. Atilla Hemphill then con- teen visitors and the two new
Ann Roberts, soprano, and Mrs. Mrs. Nugent fert for an extended
members,
Walter Voelpel presented a pro- southern
wedding trip
after ducted the inspiring Bible Study,
The next meeting is to be
.book "Newgram of nuptial music. Miss Rob- which they will make their home continuing the study
held at Walnut
Grove Church
ness
Life",
of
chapter
the
on
erts sang "I Love You Truly"— in Fulton. For traveling
Mrs.
Bond, and "Because"—d-harde- Nugent wore a black velvet suit. RESTORATION. As usual Mrs. October 2nd at 6:00 p. m. with a
potluck
supper
and the Week of
lot and the organ
numbers in- Her hat kas ,of black
velour Hemphill made it challenging to
cluded the Saint-Saens "Swan", trimmed with pale blue feathers. each one present to renew their Prayer Observance. The hostesses
for
this
meeting
will be
Mrs.
"Intermezzo" — Provost and the Her accessories were black and service In His Kingdom, concludRufus Sellars, Miss Rosa Smith
Barnby wedding hymn "0 Per- she wore the white orchid from ed with Prayer.
and
Miss
Etta
Smith.
Mrs. James Palmer then prefect Love". The traditional Loh- her bridal bouquet.
sented the
program:. "Health
engrin and Mendelishon Wedding
Through a Brotherhood of NaMarches were used for the pro- SOUTH FULTON WSCS
RUPTURE
tions", She was ably assisted by
cessional and recessional and the ENJOYED MEETING AT
Sensational New Invention
Mrs. Milburn Conner and Mrs.
DeBussey "Clair de Lune" was NEW HOPE ON MONDAY
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
W. L. Jolley, Sr., Miss Sue Palplayed softly during the cereThe W. S. C. S. of the South mer rendered a beautiful Piano No Belts- No Straps- No Odors
mony.
CITY DRUG COMPANY
Solo.
The program was conclud- 408 Lake St.
Fulton Circuit met Monday night
The bride, who was given in
Phones 70, 428
ed
by.
Silent Prayers for Health
marriage by her father, wore a at New Hope.
handsome
The
meeting
Victorian wedding
was called to orgown of ivory satin. The deep der by the president, Mrs. Glenn
•
Walker.
pointed
The
opening song was
neckline- was outlined
with triple
"Jesus
Calls
Us". Followed with
folds of the satin
joined to a film tulle yoke. She prayer by Mrs. Floyd Dedmon.
wore tong satin gauntlets. Her Roll call and reading of minutes
Ala%
lace edged tulle veil was attached were read and approved. Followto a tiny satin covered bonnet ed by the treasurers report givwith a heart shaped brim which en by Mrs. Sue White.
was edged in orange brossoms.- Visitors were introduced and
She wore double pearls forming two new members from Chapel
a close fitting chocker and car- Hill Church were,cordially welried a white Bible holding
a comed into the Society, they were
white purple
throated orchid Mrs. "Butch" McClain and Mrs.
showered with
stephanotis and Robert Webb.
satin ribbons.
Reports from the officers were
Mrs. Paul Gholson
attended given. Miss Allie D. Williams,
the bride as
matron-of-honor; supply secretary, gave a report of
the bridesmaids were: Mrs. Troy the askings for this quarter. Mrs.
Glidewell of Murray, and Miss Floyd Dedmon, secretary of MisSara Don Henry of Hickman. sionary education gave a detailed
FOR WOOD
They wore Victorian frocks of report of the School of Missions
she
tissue faille tafetta
attended
AND CONCRETE FLOORS
at
Lambuth College,
fashioned
identically to that of the bride.
Specially designed, quick-drying elastic
In their hair they wore matching
FLOORkENAPREL
I finish for wood, cement or worn linoMakes
bandeaus or
taffeta with small
leum floors. It dries hard enough to
Garr )
work
clusters of chrysanthemums
your
at
I withstand heavy foot traffic. Can be
each side. The matron-of-honor's lighter
'mopped repeatedly without losing its
gown was peacock blue and
the
'THE
sparkle.
bridesmaids frocks were yellow.
Come in for FREE booklet "Color
They carried cascade bouquets of
Dynamics for your Horne"
which single chrysanthemums
and rubrum lilies tied with
IRONER
con$169.03—
trasting satin ribbons.
low monthly
payments
Richard Browder served
Mr.
Nugent as best man. The ushers BENNETT ELECTRIC
Paints — Glass — Wall Papers
were Paul Gholson, Done Hery of
217 Main
Fulton
210 CHURCH STREET
PHONE 900

--

Designed for hard wear,
and repeated scrubbings!
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FULTON PAINT AND GLASS COMPANY

Now Is The Time To Let Us Supply Your

Winter Heating
Needs...
You can select your heater, make a
small down payment and have it delivered later.

iczak,
„Th.

Asoissis

it

Don't Suffer
the Miseries
'

OF
•

Arthritis
AND
Rheumatism
BETTY HARTFORD'S Rayon Faille "2
Piecer." Smut Button Trimmed, full Peplum, Ever Popular Club Collar, Pencil Slim
Skirt. Sizes 10 to 18.
Black, Green, Navy
Also available In half-sizes and other styles.

A wonderful buy
at only

8.98

Why suffer from pains of Arthritis,
Rheumatism and Neuralgia
why
lose sleep—be uncomfortable and lose
time from work when you can get
prompt relief from pain in Allan's
Seiko Pills.
Imagine your joy and gratitude in
relief at last, so that as in so many
cases you may better attend to your
work and sleep at night, with life once
more a joy to live.
Allan's Sake Pills donor cost
23.00 pet bottle— They Jo not cost
The price will
82.00 per bottle
please you. Ask your druggist.

The 2eacie4 Store

Allan's Sake Pills are safe and
get a bottle today. if
easy to rake;
they do not give you relief your money
will he refunded Ask your druggist he
knows their merit.

Lake Street

CITY DRUG CO.
Phones 70-428

Fulton

,\15
40

PORTABLE
OIL
HEATERS
Start at

9.95

_

SMALL
OAK HEATERS
16.95 UP

MAGAZINE - TYPE
CIRCULATING
HEATERS

100-Lb. Size

HEATERS

Handsome walnut - color
jacket; heat 4 to 5 rooms.
Prices start at

Keep fire for 24 hours;
heat five rooms.

79.50

46.50

Use Our Easy Payment Plan.

Fulton Hardware & Furniture Co.71

Lake Street
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and visited her sister, Mrs. Kelly
were weekend guests of Mr. and
?dna Charlene Parks, Ralph
Browder in Oakville Sanitarium
Mrs. Dean Terrell before his re- Morgan and
Perso
News
and
nals
from
Bettie Casey visited
and
reporte
her
improvi
d
ng.
returne
from
turn
d
Porto
to
Rico,
Harroga
Mr.
to.
Tenn., where in Louisville Sunday.
_ PALESTINE
and Mrs. Bill Hogg and son, John, Helen King of Bowling Green,
he has been ha school for some
Ky., spent the
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Moore,
weekend with
M.Leslie Nugent
time and has just recently marof St. Lou
parents, Mr. and Mis. Percy
Mr and Mrs. Ernest Coltharp and
married. His mother
Mr. and Mrs Homer WeatherMrs. Harris Bondurant and King.
honored
them with a housekeeping show- Maribtn, Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Tayspoon and sou, In,spent Sun- eon. Charles of Cleveland, Ohio,
lor and Joyce and Mr. and Mrs.
er and there were 50 present.
day with Mr. and Mrs. Alton Fos- are spending their vacation with
Mrs. Morgan Davidson sufferOdell Puckett
W. W. Brann of Bethlehem atter in Lone Oak, Ky.
her father, Ed Thompson and Mr. ed a stroke Monday afternoon at
They
received a number of tended
Quarterly Conference at
and
Mrs.
her
home
Robert
nice
Thomps
and
-• Weekend
is
on.
useful
the
in
Fulton
visitors of Mr. and
gifts. Delicious
re- Wesley Saturday.
Mrs. Naoinie Cultharp visited
Mrs. Gussie Brno/der were his
Torn Lamb visited Sunday af- freshments
hope far
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Watts at- Hospital. We
her a
were served to all
Monday afternooa with Mrs. ternoon with Mr. and Mrs. Rob- and shortly after the
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House were
speedy recovery.
brother, Charlie Browder of tended.the fair in Duquoin,
shower was
May Young.
guests of Mr. and
over they left to return to their the Sunday
ert Gossum.
Duncan, Okla., Mr. and Mrs. Mil- last week.
?-*
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wilbur Hardy
ton Browcier of Oakridge, Tenn, Mr. and Mrs. Will Leonard and
Members of the Masonic Lodge home. His mother accompanied Mrs. 3. E. Finley.
Miss Ruby Latta, Miss Nancy
and Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Hardy
James Browder, who has recently son spent Sunday in
Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Blalock
a them as far as Nashville where
Memphis are visiting relatives in Detroit Sloan of Jacksonville, Fla., Mrs. and their families enjoyed
supper
Saturday she will stay a few days with her and Nancy of Mayfield called on
Lena Byrn and Mrs. W. T. Ed- fellowship
this week.
sister and family, Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs/ Roy Emerson Sunwards visited Tuesday afternoon night at the school building
day afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Pewitt, with Mrs. Hal Kizer and son, Hal, Miss Bula May Cooley of Pa- Newel Colley.
Jimmy Wallace and Mr. and Mrs. Jr.
Mrs. Daisy Skaggs of IndianapMr. and Mrs. Jim Smith
ducah spent the weekend with
of
Harold Pewitt and son returne
Mayfield were guests of
Mr. olis, Ind., visited Mr. and Mrs.
COOL from Jacksonville, Fla., Mondayd Mrs. Buster Bradley at son. her mother, Mrs. Carl Cooley. 'and
Mrs. Thurmon Oliver Sun- 0. F. Taylor and Joyce over the
Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Charlton
night after attending the Feaatera Jerry visited Tuesday afternoon
weekend.
and family visited relatives in dayPewitt wedding last Saturday.
with Mrs. Will Puckett and Mrs Clinton Sunday afternoon.
The Mt. Moriah meeting closed
Mrs- Tennie House and Mrs.
Friday and Saturday. Sept. 8-9
Dr. and Mrs. Boyd McCleary Glenn Puckett.
Friday as Bro. Blankenship was Evaline Yates were the guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Glenn
Puckett
and family of Etowah, Tenn., redue to begin another meeting.
Miss Emma
Carr has taken
Mrs. Julia
Williams
Monday
with her sister,
turned home Monday after
at- rooms with Mrs.
May Young. spent Sunday
afternoo
n.
tending
the
Gholson-Nugent She moved from Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. J. C. Walker, Mr. Walker
Joyce Taylor called to see Pegand children, Brenda and Larry. DUKEDOM ROUTE 2
wedding Sunday and visiting her Will Arnett's Wednesday.
gy Casey Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gossum,
mother, Mrs. Bertha Nugent.
Mr. and Mrs. Ethler Bennet of
Joyce
Taylor
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Owen and
Mar. and Mrs. A. T. Hicks and
Mexico ar- Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Boaz and
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Bober Albuqerque, New
visitors
rived Tuesday to visit her moth- daughter, Linda Gale, attended family, Mr. and Mrs. Jess Good- girls were the Sunday
of Chicago spent the
of
Mr. and Mrs. Parrom Owen of
the tent
weekend
meeting at Grissom's win and Paula
visited
in
Dayton.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. er, Mrs. Pearl tinder.
McConne
store
ll.
Saturday night.
Tenn., over the weekend as
Mrs. Orin Byrn arrived Wed
Bob Evans and family.
the
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Hayden guest of
nesday from
Detroit to spend
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Hicks.
Mrs. W. C. Hogg is spending
Mr. and Mrs. Norman James
of
St.
Louis
spent the weekend
some
THE LOST
time
Mr.
with
her
parents,
and
Mr.
this week with her sister, Mrs.
with their daughter, Mrs. Buster Memphis Mrs. James Baker of and children have returned
to
and
Mrs.
Claude
McAliste
r.
visited his
Gussie Browder and Mr. Browder
VOLCANO
mother, their home in Detroit after a visit
Mrs. Charlton Weatherford and Bradlye and Mr. Bradley and Mrs. Quitman Casey, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Pewit'.
Casey, with her sister, Mrs. Alton RoberJerry.
Peggy and Bobby Sunday.
JOHNHY SHEFFIELD
and Mrs. Leslie Nugent attended son, Jerald of Wingo spent Frison :did family in Riceville.
Charlie
Provow of Memphis
UNA VENLIG° DONALD WOODS
the funeral of Herman Edmiston day night with her parents, Mr spent this weekend with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Claude
McAlist
er.
*MK LORD
Tuesday morning at Rutherford,
Mr. and Mrs. C. I. Haskell, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Childress and
Tenn., and burial at Cayce cemand
Mrs. Charles Wilson, Mr. and boys.
eteryMr. and Mrs. Buster ThompMrs. Jonah Bennett and daughXTRA - XTRA - Saturday Nite 11:00
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Thompson ter, Beneita, Mr. and Mrs. Edd son of St. Louis, Mr. and Mrs.
BIG LATE OWL SHOW
and family of Paducah spent Roberts, Mr. and Mrs. H.
E. Richard Childress and boys spent
Saturday in Nashville with Mrs.
the weekend
atmath Ms parents, Wilson were among those
Mr. and Mrs. John Thompson tending the Fair in Duquoin, Ill, Sarah Childress.
this week.
and Mrs. Ida Pegram.
Mrs. Harold Puckett and
Sunday. Monday, Tuesday, Sept. 10-11-12
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Pedigo of
C.
Chicago visited her mother, Mra. daughter, Melanie, Mrs. J.
Charles Wright and Mr. and Mrs. McAlister shopped in Fulton FriMe built an empire and it collapsed at the
Joyce Crime
Charles Wright and family last day.
The 1950 State and County
Mr. and Mrs. 'Earl
hands of the woman whose
Wayne
Mrs.
H.
Wilson
visited
Mrs.
week and
one aim was vengeance!
were
Hutchison are announcing
accompanied Will
the
Puckett Friday afternoon.
home by her mother for a visit.
arrival of a six pound four ounce
Mr. and Mrs. James Copeland
born Sept. 4 at the
A. T. and
James
Edward and family of Wingo, Mr. and baby boy
the Weakley County Hospital in
Thompson of Atlanta. Ga., arri-.•- Mrs. R. S. Gossum
and family of Martin, He
has been named Jerare now ready for collection. Pay before
ed last Friday for a visit with his Pilot Oak,
visited Sunday with ry Wayne.
Mrs. Hutchison is.the
father, Ed Thompson. Word was Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Hunt Gos- former Margare
November 1, 1950 and receive a 2'‘ dist Cruce.
received soon after arrival that sum and son, Ronald.
Les Cruce is visiting his brother
James Edwards' son was stricken
count.
Mrs. Ida Brooks spent most of
with polio and they
returned last week with her sister, Mrs. and family this week, Mr. an
Mrs Leman Cruce.
JACK CARSON
home that night.
George Bradley and Mrs. BradJAMBI BACALL -PATRICIA NtAt- DON= Mr
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce an,'
WSCS met in the home of Mia. ley in
Paducah.
son, Ronnie. spent Sunday ear
Ernest Cardwell East State Line
Mrs. Wilson
Arnett, Misses Mr. and Mrs.
Monday afternoon. Mrs. Ida June and
0. G. Clark.
Wednesday. Thursday, Sept. 13-14
Jo Ann Bishop were in
Mrs. Earl Hutchison and s“.
Thompson
was hostess with Paducah Saturday.
returned home Tuesday mornin
twelve members and four visitSunday visitors of Mr. and
from the Weakley County Ho
ors, Mrs. Kate Brown, Mrs. C. J. Mrs. Will
• Puckett were:
Mr. pital. They are doing fine.
Bowers, Miss Betty Ann Davis and Mrs.
PENALTY added AFTER Jan, 1, 1951*
Neal
McAlist
er and
Mrs. Junior
and Mrs. Cardwell present. Dur- children,
Cruce and si
Sandra and Michael. visited
ing the social hour delicious re- Mr. and
Mrs. R. G. Gill 'and chi!
6` PENALTY added AFTER Feb. 1, 1951*
Mrs. Harold Puckett and dren Monday
.
freshments were served.
daughter, Melanie
Richard Cruce o 'Chicago 1
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bard were Mrs. J. C. McAlisteand Mr. and
r.
visiting his sons for a few dayin Mayfield Monday night where
Rev. W. B. Bishop is visiting
Sunday evening guests of Mi
Mr. Bard attended a business his mother,
Mrs. J. A. Bishop in and
Mrs. Lewis Cruce were: ali
meeting of the Farm Bureau.
Middelton, Tenn.
and Mrs. Russell Cruce and son
Sheriff, Fulton County
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce and
son, and Richard Cruce.
*Changes in tax collections calendar enacted
Mr. and Mrs.
Leman Cruce
visited Mrs. Junior Cruce Saturdurin
g the 1949 special session of the Legisladay morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Gunner
ture.
and daughter have purchased the
Hugh Adkins place. Welcome to
our community.
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"THE INVISIBLE MAN"
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NOTICE
To TAX PAYERS
TAX BOOKS

1950 TAXES BECOME DELINQUENT
JAPUARY 1, 1951
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The Big Hangover

J. T. DAVIE
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LET'S BEGIN SCHOOL
a tee/

Test your home now for ample study lighting.
Providing a comfortable, well lighted place
for study is one of the most important ways
a

parent can assist with homework.

A SIMPLE STUDY TABLE
for a settocl
rozna
OF stuiy col.;zr
Pace the desk against a light tinted
wall; a light

Nvall

can reflect 20 per cent

more light on the work surface

than a
dark wall. No need to repaint—a simple
tackboard, made at home and mounted
above the desk will do the trick. It will

Remember, when you provide your
children with a
property lighted place to study, you not
only help them
to learn, but you help protect preciou
s eyesight as well.

Brand New cachi.A. few

Northwest Weakley
County News

also serve as a spot for mementoes, and
as a handy bulletin board. Mount on the
tackboard two inexpensive pin-up lamps
with diffusing bowls and opaque shades.
Install 100-watt bulbs. Keep the lamps
30 inches apart.
Be sure to measure their height from the
desk carefully to make certain no direct
light will Ian in the child's eyes. Finally,
put a light colored desk blotter on the
desk to avoid harsh reflections from

its surface.

Mrs Roy Watts
There were quite a few visit!ors at the Oak Grove Church of
IChrist Sunday.
Among
them
were: Rev. and Mrs. Bill Cannon
and baby of Texas. Mr. and Mrs.
Iril Williams of Oakridge, Tenn..
who are guests of Mrs. Williams'
sister, Mrs. Powell
Webb of
Dukedom.
! Bro. Acie
Colley of
Texa5
preached at Fulton Sunday. He
is here for a short visit with his
brother and relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Thurman Oliver
are slightly improved.
The people in and around our
community are quite busy cutting and housing tobacco as we
are having a little sunshine the
first in 10 or more days.
The
tobacco really was and is ruining as the rust is so bad. We are
all proud to see a few clays of
fair weather. (Aren't we?)
Mr. and Mrs. Brooks Oliver
had as their guests this week, Mr.
and Mrs.
Harry Pratt, A, of
Sacramento, Calif.
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Bowfin
moved to Memphis last weekend
where he is employed with
the
G. M. C. Motor Co., the children
will enter school
shortly after
their arrive).
Mrs. Walter Moore has sold
her
farm known to most of us
as the
old home place of Mr. and
Mrs
/Minus
Williams. Mr. and Mrs.
Cecil Wilkie of Cayce bought
50
acres on the south end of
the
place and Mr. and Mrs.
Raye
Bondurant have bought the rest
of the farm where they live
now.
Mrs. Sylvia Pinkerton has returned to her home in Indiana
after spending a few days with
her grandmother, Mrs.
Nellie
Mincey, who is slowly improving.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bondura
nt
and family were Saturday
night
guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Raye
Bondurant.
Mr. and Mrs. Tehrion Jones
had supper with her mother,
Mrs.
Foster Sunday night.
Her two
sisters, Mr. and
Mrs. Mose
Speiaht, Mr. and Mrs. Hicks of
Detroit were there. They'reported a nice time and lots of good
eats.
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Terrell.
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FULL PRICE $249.50

it's a value Fien- •True Zero Zone Fro•zor Locker
Full-width, fully encloaed.
sation! Never before
Keeps even ice cream firmly
such quality, features
frozen, in original package.
and reliable performance
•Full-Width Quick Chiller
in a 9.2 cu. ft. refrigerator
Stores meats and left-overs
at this amazing new low
... quick chills salads,'beverages and deaserta.
price. See it... compare
it now, before you buy! •Glass-Covered Crisper
•Self-Closing Door Latch
•Full-Size Super Power Unlit
•Five Year Warranty Plan
,TES,
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Bennett Electric

Kentucky Utilities Company
INCORPOIATED

Phone 201
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West State Line

Mr. and Mrs. Leon Moore atMrs &tear Grimm
tended church at the Mission
There was a good attendance Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshal Daughat Sunday School Sunday mornerty of Mayfield attended church
ing
and
preach
ing
services
In at the Mission Sunday afterno
Odell Puckett
on.
the
morning, afternoon and
night
services at the Mission.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
(Too late for last week)
Rev. Earl Baird preached at the
Mrs. Will Puckett Tuesday.
morning and evening
"Substance" is the subject of
services
Mrs. Arvid Millner and chilMiss Dorothy Johnson of Mayand Bro. Jack Graves preached the Lesson-Sermon which will
dren, Sonny and Judy of Detroit field is spending this week with
in the afternoon.'
be read in all Christian Science
were visiting
friends in town sister, Mrs.
Harold B. Jackson
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Sutton are churche§ throughout the world
Monday.
and Mr. Jackson.
the
parents of a son, Danny on Sunday, September 10, 1950.
Miss Odell Puckett spent Mon•
Mr. and Mrs. John Latta are
The Golden Text is: "Bring ye
Lynn, born August 28 at Jones
day night with Rev. W. B. Bish- visiting Mr, and
Mrs. Gerald
all the tithes into the storehouse,
Hospital.
op and family.
Elliott, Mr. and Mrs. Hester PirMr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom that there may be meat in minc
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Latta and tle, other relatives and friends in
attended
church and
Sunday house, and prove me now herechildren of Jackson, Miss., visit- Detroit.
School at the
Mission Sunday with, saith the Lord of hosts, if
Mr. and Mrs. Coleman Jackson
t'd Monday with Mr. and Mrs. J.
morning and were dinner guests I will not open you the windows
spent Wednesday night in Padu9. Byrn.
of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Phillips. of heaven, and pour you out a
cah with their son, Mr. and Mrs.
Later in the afternoon they visit- blessing, that there shall not be
Rev. L. E. Moore
ana Rev.
Elvin Jackson.
ed sick
;awrence were
relatives in
Hickman room enough to receive it." (Mal.
Monday dinner
Mrs. Gus
Alexander
3:10).
County.
and
guests of Mr • and Mrs. B. Pewdaughter, Cheryl, are visiting
Among the
Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Roberson
itt.
citations
which
announce the birth of a son, Jer- comprise the
in
Lesson-Sermon is
Mr. and Mrs. Ward Pillow and Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Hall
Rosedal
e, Mich., also her sister,
ry Wayne, born August 28 at the the following
children of Dallas, Texas
from the Bible:
are
Fulton Hospital.
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Porter Pil- Flora May in Detroit. On their
way
home
they will visit another
Mrs. Morgan Davidson is very
low.
ill after suffering a stroke
Cloyce Walker of Fulgham was sister, Jo, who lives in Chicago.
at
Mr.
and Mrs. Arvid Millner of
the Fulton Hospital Monday afa visitor in the home of Mr.
and Detroit visited
Thursday afterternoon.
noon with Mrs. Will Puckett and
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Hardy
Odell.
left Monday for a visit in Detroit.
AC, _44
..•._eekest.p.....,.._..-.........0
Aft
Mesdames
Will and
Mrs. Edgar
Glenn
Grissom
Jack McCoy b loaded with
spent
Puckett shopped in Paducah Fricash, and the WLW-NBC emcee Tuesday in Fulton with
Rev.
day afternoon.
Baird, who are
I
is always ready to help some- and Mrs. Earl
°I
Mr. and Mrs.
moving to Fulton from
Verbel Linder
Union.
'4
and children of 'Detroit visited one "Live Like A Millionaire" City. Rev. Baird is pastor
1
04
at the
on his weekday program
Thursday
afternoon with Mr.
at Mission.
and Mrs. Leon Charlton and fam- 2:30 p.m.. EST.
The school children's vacation
e
ily.
ended Monday when South Ful' Miss Hattie Hampton of near ing the house
keeping shower ton School opened Most of the
1
4
, Fulton spent most of last week
children on West State Line at;:
I
given
at
the
home
of Mrs. Cora tend South
tEinseell WM 'I N:Its
with Mr. and Mrs. Claude McFulton.
Clark Saturday night for m. and
Alister.
Dr. and Mrs. Boyd McCleary
' Sunday visitors in the home of Mrs. J. A. Ingrum.
and children of
Tennessee are
A Sound Investment - - Mrs. Carl Cooley include
Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Coltharp visiting her mother, Mrs. Bertha
d: Mr.
,
and
Mrs.
Nugent
Edwar
and
Sunday
spent
d
Murph
with
attended the weddYou're investing in a lot of
his parents,
y of
IFulgham, Mr. and Mrs. Porter Mr and Mrs. Will Coltharp.
ing of here brother, David, Sunlistening pleasure when you
'Stephens and
day
afterno
on.
daughter, Gloria
Mr. and Mrs. Charlton Weathlet CITY ELECTRIC repair 1 Ann of Detroit
Mr. and Mrs. Lester
, Miss Hula Mae erford and son, Gerald, of Wingo
Brown
your radio. We replace worn- Cooley of
Paducah, Mr. and spent Sunday with her parents, spent awhile with their daughter,
Mrs. J. C. Olive and
Mrs- J. C. Cooley and boys, Bil- Mr. and Mrs. Claude
out parts and make all necesSherrell
McAlister.
AUSTIN & AUSTIN
Monday evening.
sary adjustments—at a down- ly and Harvy Lynn.
Rev. W. B. Bishop spent a part
Mr.
Billie
and
Wilson
SEED COMPANY
Mrs.
of
Edgar
Steele,
Mo., of the week visiting his mother
Grisso
to-earth cost.
,
spent the
weekend with
his Mrs. J. A. Bishop of Middleton, and Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Phillips Cayce, KY.
Phone 17
and son spent awhile late Sunday
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Term.
Honest diagnosis
evening with Mr. and Mrs- CharWilson.
THO'.-SON
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hunt Gos- lie Oliver and family,
PH OSP 14
CO.:;
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Puckett
Mr. and
—PROMPT ATTENTION—
-307 Sou. 0. O'bo •
'
and
daughter, Melanie, spell; sum and son, Ronald, spent Sun- Mrs. Hubert Vick of South FulPHONE 44-1
day
with
her
parents
. Mr. and
Sunday
afternoon at Kentucky
Mrs. L D. Nanney of Fulton.
Lake
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Boaz and
I Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Gilliam
Long Terms
' of Paducah spent the
weekend daughter, Linda Gail, Mr. and
Low Cost
with her mother, Mrs. Eura Hall. Mrs. Robert Gossum attended the
Mr. and Mrs.
And The Company
James Pewitt Drive-in-movie near Wingo SunQuick
Service
day
night.
l and son, Danny
Ray; Mr. and
205 Commerdal Ave. Mrs. Buster Bradley and son, Miss Betty Lou Owen of Mem, Jerry, were among those attend- phis spent the weekend with her
INSURANCE
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank
ATKI
NS,
HOLMAN & FIELDS
Owen.
Fulto
n, Kentucky
Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Charlton
and family visited Mr. and Mrs.
Gordie Puckett
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. George Edward
Kernadle and daughter, Barbara
of Kenton, Tenn-, spent Friday
with Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Wilson.
Misses June and Lucille Bishop spent the weekend with Mr.
and Mrs. Clifford Doty in Manly/
11117111.
ville, Tenn.
OURS
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hunt GosMILl< co.
sum and son, Ronald, were SuncnackA.
day supper guests of Mr.
and
PASTEURIZE()
Mrs. Buster Bradley and
son,
Jerry.
HOMOGENIZED
Grundry -Edwards of Metrpolis, Ill., visited Sunday with
his
brother, Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Edai{ Pints find
wards.
qwte a boon
When they drink it
Miss Emma Carr spent the
Before noon.
weekend with her sister,
Mrs.
Walter Brann and Mr. Brann
of
Pilot Oak.
Miss Nancy Linder of Detroit
spent Thursday night with
Miss
Anita Sue.
SERVICE AND QUALITY
Mr. and Mrs. G. G. Edward
s,
Mrs. Mammie
Jacobs of MetroPHONE 8131
polis, Ill., Mrs. Margaret
Celia
and
daughter,
Nancy of McLeansburg, Ill., spent
••••••••••
Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs, J. B.
Byrn.
Miss Ruby Latta and
Miss
Nancy
Sloan of
Jacksonville,
Fla., arrived 'Sunday
afternoon
to be the guests of Mr.
and Mrs.
J. B. Byrn for a few days.
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torlday, Sept. 8, 1950 — The Fulton News
— Page
-Thine, 0 Lord, is the greatness,
and the power, and the glory,
and the victory, and the majesty: for all that is in the heaven
and in the earth is thine: thine
is the kingdom,0 Lord, and thou
art exalted as head
above all"
(I Chron. 29:11).
UK WORTH v.s,esease
Value of the
University
of
Kentucky, including land, buildings, experiment stations farms,
and equipment, is estimated to
total $28,081,379.

FARM

LOANS

Veterinary Service
Mame 1161-11
Os' Call 70
Graduate Veterinarian
Located on Martin-Fulton
Highway.

11111111•11111111111111111111MINE
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SAFE, STEADY, MAN HEAT
a KING-0-HEAT Circulator
with

Beautifully Designed to Give You the
MOST HEAT at Greater SAVINGS!
Cheek These Comfort-Giving Money-Saving Advantages For Yourself.
1. Beautiful Enamel Finish
Easy to Keel) Sparklingly Clean.

used
by more
farmers t r any
other powdered
rock PHOSPHATE!

CITY ELECTRIC

Dr. H.W.Connaughtog

2- Fast, Controllable Heat
Holds Fire Overnight.
3.. LargeCombustion Chamber Burns Gases — Produces More Heat from
Every Lump of Coal.
4- Specially Designed Interchangeable,
All
Fire
Brick Lining.
5. Manifold Distributes Air
at Top of Brick Line Giving Maximum Combustion.
6. Built-in-Coal Chute and
Smoke
Screen Makest.
Firing Easier and Reduces Smoke to a Minimum
7- Front Swing-Type Feed
Door
Provides
Easy
Fueling.

SMALL DOWN PAYMENT
Will hold your stove
until you are ready for it.

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
207 Church Street

Fulton

Outside ... Inside ...See actual,factual PRO
OF ...You can't matth this

M

PURE MILK CO.

PUBLIC AUCTION
TO BE HELD

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 12TH
Beginning at 10:30 A. M.at the

Connie Goodwin Home
3' Miles Northwest of Fulton near Mt.
Carmel Church South of Highway 94
6 Milk Cows
1 Heifer
12 Head of Sheep
2 Goats
12 Shoals
3 Mules
2 Sows
1 Wagon
1 Mower
1 Riding Plow
1 Disc Harrow
1 Disc Cultivator
1 Hoe Cultivator

Rastus Plow
1 Section-Harrow
2 Horse Breaking Plows
1 Horse Break Plow and
Double Shovel
1 Horse-Harris or
Some Hay
Household goods and
Kitchen Furniture
Corn Planter
Corn Scrapper
Hay Rake
Stalk Cutter

All-Porcelain

FRIGIDAIRE
-INSIDE
PORCELAIN
FINGER
LIFETIME
GREASE AND
OUT!
A
AND
OFF WITH
MARKS WIPE
CLOTH I
DAMP
WHISK OF A

RADIO
Repairing
If your "FM"-set isn't working right, I can fix it for you
now.
• • •
I have a complete line of batteries for portable sets. Get
your new ones in time for that
fishing trip, picnic basebal
broadcast or weekend trip. l
FREE pick-up and delivery
anywhere in the immediate
Fulton vicinity.

"HAM'S"

CONNIE GOODWIN, OWNER

RADIO CENTER

Chas. W.Burrow, Auctioneer

M. F.. (Ilam) Ethridge
Phone 455
Fulton

SCUFFING,
SCRAPING, ACID STAINS
WON'T MAR THE
BEAUTY OF
FRIGIDAIRE'S
LIFETIME PORCELAIN!

• Full-width Super-Freezer Chest holds op
to 45 lbs. frozen foods
• Powered by Meter-Miser mechanism
with 5-Year Protection Plan
• Exclusive Ouickube Ice Trays—no tugging, no melting
• New gold, white and Ice-Blue beauty-.
designed by Raymond Loewy
• All-aluminum, rustproof, adjustable
shelves
• New twin Hydrators, plastic Basket
Drawer and full-width Chill Drawer
Come in! See for Yourself! Then—Act on Facts,

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY

303 Walnut Street
Phone 185, Fulton
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Jennings Kearby Is Elected
Head of Democrats Club
Jennings Kearby, young-Democrat, lawyer, and civic-minded
citizen was elected president of
at
the Young Democrats Club
an enthusiastic meeting held at
Cayce High School Tuesday
night. The organization of the
group was a special compliment
to Mr. Kearby who has worked
unceasingly to get County Democrats together in the interest of
the
fostering a bigger vote in
general election, as well as to
party members
bring together
from every precinct in the county.
Other officers elected are:
Mrs. Ward Bushart, first vicepresident; James Amberg of
Hickman, second vice-president;
Dekker of Madrid
Miss Louise
Bend, third vice-president; Joe
Campbell of Cayce, fourth vicepresident; Mrs. Paul Westpheling, secretary; and Jack Moore,
treasurer.
Directors were elected as follows: Kathryn Kelley, Hickman,
Donald Mabry, Cayce (to serve

ORPHEUM
MS-1664

Friday - Saturday
September 8-9
BIG DOUBLE TREAT

VOCO Productioa
flAIICES LANGIFUD•RAU CILAVUI•5115 WATSON
_ _
1111. YAMS•
A

Plus Hit No. 2
Imst,19.wria

.7% A REPUBLIC PICTURE
imiloso•a•MOSSIMMINMINIMISININIMI
—PLUS—
Chapter No. 1 — New Serial

WILD BILL HICKOK
Comedy - Cartoon
iniamismores
Sun. - Mon. - Tues.
September 10-11212

one year); Richard Byrd, Crutchfield, Richard Browder, Palestine (9 months); Mrs. J. T. Davie,
State Line, and Felix Gossum,
Jr., Fulton (6 months); Mrs. L. T.
Hodges, Hickman and Miss Rose
Stahr, Fulton (3 months).
More than 100 persons enjoyed
a barbecue dinner served by Miss
Pauline Waggoner and the FHA
girls of the Cayce High School.
The meeting was replete with inteiesting conversation. The principal speaker for the evening was
Roy Vance, County attorney of
McCracken County who deliverimed a forecful talk on the
portance of party organization.
Welcome guests at the meeting were Mr. and Mrs.
Elvis
Stahr of Lexington. Mr. Stahr is
dean of the Law School of the
University of Kentucky and an
honored addition to any gathering, not only in his native county but over the entire Nation. He
is the son of Circuit Court Judge
E. J. Stahr and Mrs. Stahr.
Following the dinner an enthusiastic business meeting was
held at which time dues were set
for eligible and honorary members; a resolution adopted and to
be made public that the organization sponsor a drive to get out
the vote on general election day.
The officers and directors constitute the executive board; this
body will
determine the next
meeting date and the adoption cf
a constitution and by-laws applicable to the county group.

NO ACTION TAKEN
ON TRAFFIC PLAN
Taking the matter in their own
hands, 93 residents of the area
on Second Street and intersecting
!streets signed a petition asking
the City Council to do something
at once about the hazardous traffic conditions existing in
that
area. The petition was presented
to the
council by Billy Blackstone, prominent Fultonidn, who
with others, sees the immediate
danger in the condiiton
since
danger in the condition
since
week.
Cause 'bf the heavy traffic is
the construction proiect of West
State Line. All 'Raffle has been
routed through the
residential
section and
particularly down
Second Street.
Mr. Blackstone asked that stop
lights, a policeman on duty during recesses and that "caution"
signs be erected as measures to
decrease the traffic hazards.
No action was taken by the
City Council, although
they
stated that overtures would be
made to the State Highway Department tn close the overhead
bridge in Highlands and re-route
the traffic through Riceville.

11C4,

Elam Improving After

Wed. - Thurs.
September 13-14

—Added—
LATEST WORLD NEWS
SHORT SUBJECTS

COMING
SUNDAY
BETTY

DAN
11/111 It
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GRABLE

MY BLUE HEAVEN
•

-Musical of 1950"

Robber is Caught in!Flint;
Had Visions of WilcilWest

1404

-

Plad4

owner,
Herbert Reed, Michigan bank he left a note for the
robber with visions of the Wild thanking him for his.generosity
West Frontier and a recent un- and food, and, . you guessed it
Several public warnings to the
has . . . signed himself "The Silver
welcome visitor in Fulton
City Fathers have failed to bring
been apprehended in Flint, Michi- Kid."
progan, local officers were notified
In Michigan, Reed was definit- any action on the traffic
Monday. Reed, a modern day des- ely identified as the robber who blem
along Second
existing
perado, a little on the amateur made himself at home at the M. Street these days. Billy Blackpolice, State M. Matlock
side, gave local
residence on the
father of a youngster, repHighway officers and various and Mayfield Highway last weekend. stone,
fathers
Fulton
and
School has started, Fall is here,
a A 41 colt pistol,
sundry other peace officers
belonging to resented the mothers and
rather interesting, tlkough annoy- Matlock was found in his posess- of all youngsters living on that
merchants have unwrapped a brilliant array of
ing time with his hide and seek ion when apprehended. Because Street, as well as the parents of
smart fall and winter things for you, for your
tactics of escape, to say..nothing of police policy,.the fact that he hundreds of kids who will start
home!
your
needs, for
of his would-be bravado In sign- signed himself "The, Silver Kid"
to school next week, when he aping himself "The Silver Kid."
Many will be repeating their generous ofresidence
even at the Majlock
peared before the City Council
press
late
revealed
Fulton
as
last
was
Sighted.
to
the
not
as
in
register
fers to those who simply come in and,
Tuesday night. Those anxious
Tuesday
ago
week.
when
a
he
week
acat their store during these three days. Rememcosted a Negro boy to buy him
Reed, alias "The Silver Kid," folks can't wait until Highway
ber the dates, and watch next week's NEWS for
food, Reed, alias -"The Silver amateur Wild West
desperado Department officials deliberate
Kid," was reported hiding out in and movie fan
delinquet failed
all the details.
the over-head
closing
the "wilds" of
Fairfield Park. miserably in his attempts to take about
Saturday night, police conducted the place of the Nation's No. One bridge ... school starts next week
an all-night search when ft was criminal, the late John Dillingei. and kids are kids no matter how
GIFTED PIANIST
reported that two young hunters Clothes, ' cartridges, guns and much
are cautioned.
they
had been run out of the woods by other
identification Furthermore, its not the presence
positive
a person fitting the description marks were left in his path promyoungsters that
of mind of the
of the bandit. Early
Sunday iscously.
morning the search led to the
One thing
resulted from the worries Us, its the stupidity of
A. B. "Pete" Roberts, popular home of Bob Davis, who inform- busy time had by the police. .. racing motorists that bothers us.
employee of the Illnois Central ed the 'police that his son had nearly 1000 pebple were viewed
boys
from the as possible
Far from being an alarmist,
suspects and
the
Railroad has been appointed to sent the two
the Ctiy Council to fill the vi- woods, since it was Davis' pri- movies are here to stay.
we'd like to say that it will take
cancy made by the resignation of vate property.
only one accident in that section
In Flint, Reed confessed that
Joe Treas. Mr. Treas resigned
•
to make this city go up In arms
several
local
more than 60 days ago to accept he had robbed
about the procrastination in dothe
a position in Clarksville, Tenn. establishments, including
ing something about that traffic
Mr. Roberts, who has been an Standard Bulk plant, which was
We're sure that the City Council
of
employee of the IC for more than entered, on Thursday night
Registration
books for .the will. do something when school
25 years is a member of the local last week. Apparently enjoying
starts • . . they just have to . .
post of the American Legion and his nip and tuck battle with the November general election will
hazard
Reed
quartered in a close tonight (Friday, September but there's a 24-hour
of the Elks Lodge. He has identi- police,
there and its got to be corrected
fied himself with every 'worth- shack near Clinton, helping him- 8) Kathryn Kelley, county court
NOW!
while project sponsored by both self to food, clothing and other clerk announced today. Fams for
Larry Alan Raymond
organizations, as well as to parti- household goods of the owner. No registering are at the City Hall,
A reader brought this one in,
cipate in other civic and business doubt trained in the social graces but will not be accepted after the
(Story on Page One)
and he had no idea where he
!deadline.
affairs. He is a member of the
Anyone who has reached the picked it up:
Methodist Church.
A Texan, visiting Washington,
I age of 21 since the last time regisSworn in by City Judge H. H.
tration books were open, persons was sitting in the lobby of his hoPerce as the councilman to serve
who have moved from one pre- tel. A stranger took a seat next to
until another city election is held.
cinct to another, or any new resi- him and started a conversation.
Mr. Roberts was also appointed
dent of the county should register He said, "I see where Mr. Truchairman of the
Harris Fork
The Commandant of the Fifth now in order to cast a ballot in man raised taxes.'
Creek Committee and to serve on Naval District announces
that
The Texan arose quickly and
the Street and Traffic Committee applications for appointment to ithe November election.
I To be eligible to vote a regis- knocked the stranger three feet
ans the Cemetery Committee.
the U. S. Naval Academy by trant must have lived in the state out of his chair. The stranger
eligible men)berb of the Volun- a \year, county six months, and held his jaw while other guests
teer arid Organized Naval
Re- in the precinct 80 days.
held the angry Texan. Someone
serve must be submitted prior to
asked what thetrouble was. The
September 30. 1950. The Secrestranger said he didn't know, he
tary of the Navy ei
i authorizedto
was only trying to be friendly.
appoint 180 mid! ipmen to the
When the Children
"What did you
say to
this
Naval Academy
at year from
man?" he was asked
enlisted men of the Naval and
g "My 1.,i,
,s, the Railroaders"
"I just remarked that Mr. Tru...1 Marine Corps Reserve.
man raised taxes."
A limited number of reservists
"Is that what you said?" asked
What a time to overcome
a applying
under this quota who
the Texan.
jinx!! Yes, the Railroaders shook are ordered to active duty
will be Children's Edior
"Yes, that's all I said."
off the Jackson jinx
Tuesday assigned to the
Naval School Fulton News
"Well, I'm awfully sorry," said
night, just ill. time to win the College Preparatory. These pro- Fulton, Ky.
the Texan. "I thought you said
visions
Dear
do
Sir:
not
apply
to
reservists
Mr.
Truman was raised in Texfjrst round of the Shaughnessey
on active duty in connection with
Tommy
Wade Tackett of as."
playOffs from the Jackson Gener- the
Martin, Ky., was visiting his
Naval Reserve Program.
als. After IA-Inning the first three
Last year 663 reservists made sick grandfather. One day the5 STALCUP CHATTER
.--esui-Satialtar Mail Photo
games of the season from
the application with only 13 of these doctor came to see his grand- ON PLATTER
JERRY "INKY" SPEIGHT, Jackson boys, the
doctor asked
the father and the
Railroaders applications coming from
Ne vs' summer assistant visited
Jack Stalcup, popular maestl ,,
Fifth Naval District Of the total Tommy if he
lived in
the
the Press Scimitar offices in were unable to rvin another game number, 138 applicants were ap- mountains. Tommy replied, around the West Kentucky area,
Memphis last week on a Boy in the Jackson park, until Tues- pointed as midshipmen to
has recorded two new platters
the "No, I live between em."
Scout excursion to the Bluff day night, and
that was THE Academy.
for Oriole which are now availRuby McMurry
City. Photo, by Press Scimitar night.
able locally at Fulton Electric &
Box 74
Congratulations,
boys
staff photographer, appeared
Furniture Co. , "Red Lips" and
Cayce, Ky.
keep 'em
In that paper.
"Wooden Soldier & China Doll"
In the finals,
Mayfield will
Send your littl eateries about are paired on one, with "Here
play host to the Railroaders for
children to the Children's Edi- Comes My Ball and Chain" and
tor, The Fulton News, Fulton, "Baby won't you please
two games to staft things rolling.
come
K. The News
home" hacked up on the other.
pay S1.00
Friday and Saturday nights will

PETE ROBERTS IS
NEW COUNCILMAN

REGISTER TODAY
ROLLS TO CLOSE

NAVAL DISTRICT
CALLING FOR MEN

l
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PIED PIPER ANDERS
TALKS TO COUNCIL

- BILL Of Harris Fork

see the clubs in Fairfield Park
and finishing things at Mayfield, Arrival of the Elderberry sea"Pied Piper" Nolan Anders, an
Condition of Fred
Elam. 21, employee of
than four games "be son brings on elderberry pie and
the
United States should more
who was seriously injured in an Public
Health Service on loan to necessary. Let's try to make all elderberry jelly. I will not put
automobile accident last Satur- the
State Deparmtent of Health games and push those Fulton the skids under my housekeeper
day night is reported much im- appeared
to until after the berry season is
rough grade
before the City Council boys over a
proved,
attaches of the Haws on Tuesday night
Remerneber: you holler, over because her pies are just out
in the interest climbMemorial
Hospital said today. of a program to
• of this world. Then I'll sign her
rid the city of they'll hit. ,
Elam, son of Mr. -and Mrs. J. C. rats.
While every Railroader deser- up for next season.
Elam of Route One, Fulton was
wonderful
A lovely sunshiny day, but too
Anders has been making a ves credit for the
riding in a car
with
showing that they have made in cold for
Eugene survey of the city's rat
Owen, Bill
Vernon
populaCates, son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul tion and
Hogan and
finds them well fed and the 1950 season, especially do we Browning, Happy
Cates of South Fulton when the happy, and
Manager Ivan Hollis West to go fishing. Hollis
unless something is wish to thank
vehicle hit loose gravel on the done with
the critical garbage Kuester for the hustle that he says that all he goes along for is
Clinton
highway near Lucia's disposal system in
has kept pushing at the
Rail- to measure the fish, weigh them
Fulton they
Lodge.
will remain that way, multiply- roaders this season. Ivan, fully and draw the line at certain lies.
a•vare of the obstacles that would Sounds funny but Hollis never
Cates was slightly injured, al- ing each year.
baseball club in the did go to Sunday School. Which
though he
with
Elam were
The abundance of rats in the face any
season, has con- proves that all
thrown from the car into a water- city has been a concern of the course of the
angels are not
filled ditch.
County Health Department for stantly been on the lookout for born in Heaven, even tho some
many years. In spite of, the rat better material and has grasped are born in hospitals.
every opportunity to improve the
Two of Father Ube' parishonVeterans Representative eradication programs sponsored club.
No amount of praise would ers have been .working on the
periodically, the rats continue to
To Be In Fulton Sept. 15 thrive here and to carry disease. be too much for him in his un- railroad this summer and 'were
surprised at Father Llbs asking
explained to the tiring, successful efforts.
B. D. Nisbet, Kentucky Disab- Mr. Anders
Fulton fans were lucky in hav- them if they would like to work
led Ex-Servicemen's Board rep- council that a serious health coning the sports minded individuals on his "nick le plate" line. After
resentative, will be in
Fulton dition exists here because of in to sopnsor thegamse ini the Jack- much stammering
. hands in and
September 15 at the
American the unsanitary manner in which son series.
These games were out of pockets, kicking the dust
Legion Cabin for the purpose of restaurants, private homes and
broadcast to the Fulton
com- and chewing straws they finally
aiding veterans
and their de- other establishments dispose of munity over-the
Union City sta- caught on to what Fr. Libs inpendents in filing and prosecut- their garbage on public alleys.
Public enforcement of proper tion and, needless to say, they tended they should. Let's hope
ing claims for the benefits.
were
appreciated by everyone that Paul
Westpheling's collecgarbage disposal has been
unwho was unable to attend
the tion is better next Sunday.
FAIR AT CHESTNUT GLADE successful here.
games at
Black, To the Duquoin Fair last week
Jackson. J.
The Annual Field Day School
WDXI announcer, was the narra- and I found an awful shortage in
Fair of the Chestnut Glade Miss Rice Improving
tor for the three games that were footstools, hassocks and ottomans
School will be held Friday, Octo- After Auto
broadcast, alsokappreciation for in Carbondale, Metropolis and
Accident
ber 6. This is expected to be the
his non-partisan attitude.
some other places. WHY? People I
Condition of Miss Mattie Rice
best one in many years.
Last week we promised you the are buying them for the kids to
is reported as improving,
atsit on to watch television.
Lunch will be served in the
taches of the Fulton
Hospital addresses of the Fulton boys ,but
school lunch room.
And just when should "granddue to some transportation diffisaid today,
There will be a ball game at
calling each
other
Miss Rice, an employee of the culties,'re have been unable to mas" stop
7:30 p. m. and the public is cord- Atkins Insurance
get them in this
week's copy "girls", stop dieting, pay less atCompany,
reially invited.
ceived injuries in an automobile Don't give up though, we're still tention to hair-does and get up
and have the
bacon and eggs
accident last Tuesday night
at working on them and we'll get ready for
GETTUM CHEAP
the exchequer, bring
the
intersection
of Church them or bust.
Fulton's
old
at the morning paper in- stay off the
Don't forget the
games
"White-Way" Street and State Line. The car in
phone til the poor phone gal gets
standards, replaced by newer which she was,passenger, driven Fairfield
Friday and Saturday
woke up from her gyrations of
lights are now piled up at the by Tom Kelly was
struck by nights. We had 1800 at the park
before and can say
City barn and await buyers for another driven by It 0. Robison back in 1946 dUring the playoffs. the night
"nuniber
please" rsithout a
their final resting place.
The of Illinois when Mr. Robison ran Let's see if we can't get over the
City Council has set a price of the stop light, according to Ful- 2,000 mark at least one of these yawn?
I reckon It will be when the
$10 each for the poles and $2.50 ton police.
nights. Talk it up. We
know
for the fixtures, which originally! No one else, except Miss Rice you'll be there, but bring your Russians stop the Korean war.
was injured in the accident.
—Bill of Harris Fork
cost $50 apiece.
buddy, he's the one we're after.
Serious Auto Accident

• NEWS •
Joe McDoaks • Blue Anger

Here's News! Be sure to visit Fulton Stores •
Friday, Saturday or Monday, Sept. 15, 16 or
18th! See their displays of

HAVE YOU LOOKED LATELY!

There May Be
A SKELETON
In Your Closet
The damp summer caused much mildew and
mold to garments stored in home closets. Take

a look in
OK

YOUR closet, NOW.

GUARANTEES to remove mold and

mildew from your garments, (or your money
cheerfully refunded).

Do you find mildew? Mold? Don't worry,
just bring them to OK today, or call 1-3.0 for
pickup.

OK 2a41.#141
AND SANITONE CLEANERS
1- PHONE

